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Abstract 

Chemical Mechanical Planarization is one of the most required semiconductor 

processing module used in fabrication facilities world wide. Among various surface material 

removal processes, CMP process is primed for its ability to obtain both local and global 

planarity on a given surface. The model developed by Fu and Chandra et al, calculates the 

dishing height based on MRR equations. The model provides a way for step by step material 

removal based on proportionality parameters like interface pressure, table speed and pattern 

density. 

The thesis provides a complete chart for developing a control mechanism for CMP 

process. The thesis bifurcate the approach into Die scale and Wafer Scale. In die scale, a 

comprehensive control algorithm is developed based on the MRR equations with pressure 

and velocity as the control parameter. The model establishes a control over the step height 

uniformity and upper surface uniformity in both uniform pattern density and varying pattern 

density surfaces. At wafer scale, an analytical model that relates wafer-pad interface pressure 

and carrier loading is explained and based on that a FEM analysis is carried out to study the 

impact of non uniform loading on wafer-pad interface. 

Both the die scale and wafer models, paved way for developing a integrated control 

flow chart that can have an impact on the wafer surface at both die scale and wafer scales at 

the same time. Although, a chart or flow map with necessary models and simulations are in 

place, to put the entire control mechanism work in a realistic environment there are many 

other requirements. Like a full fledged pixel or zonal controller should be developed and 

large scale experimental analysis should be performed based on real time data from 

manufacturing units. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction to Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) 

1.1. Introduction 

Planarization technology is one of the key process steps in the fabrication of ultra 

large-scale integrated (ULSINLSI) chips in integrated circuit manufacturing. One among the 

various technologies for involved in IC manufacturing is Chemical Mechanical Planarization 

(CMP). CMP has emerged to be the most promising process because of its demonstrated 

capability to provide better local and global planarization of wafer surfaces (Steigerwald, et 

al., 1997). The planarization, achieved by the use of chemical mechanical means, has enabled 

the interconnection of ever increasing number of devices. The effectiveness of the CMP in 

both improving the yield and performance of the circuits has let to its application in the front

end processes and many other microelectronic applications. 

Chemical Mechanical Planarization is a combination of chemical and mechanical 

processes, where wafers are held face down against a spinning polisher (see figure 1.1). The 

polisher's top surface consists of a flat polishing pad, which is made of roughened 

polyurethane. A slurry solution made of certain abrasives and chemicals is introduced 

between the pad and the wafer. Slurry selection process is one of the important steps in CMP. 

Many criteria depend on the chemical composition and pH of the slurry and also on the type 

of material being polished. For planarizing an oxide layer, a high pH alkali-based solution is 

used, whereas a low pH, oxidizer based solution is commonly used for metals. There are 

various methods for material removal using CMP. Removal rate stability, non-uniformity in 

wafer and die scale, control and cost ownership are some important issues in CMP. 
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Wafer carrier Polishing pad 

Figure 1.1 Illustration of the CMP process. 

1.2. Chemical Mechanical Planarization (CMP) 

The following page explains in detail, about the components and their functions as a 

partofCMP. 

1.2.1. Slurry 

Slurry is a type of abrasive chemical solution, where the abrasives involve themselves 

in the mechanical removal of material and the chemical base helps in chemical softening. 

The chemical base reacts with the wafer surface material to produce a softer surface layer, 

which is easier for removal by the abrasives. 

Abrasives are generally inorganic oxides viz. silica, alumina, ceria etc. They are ultra

pure and have almost uniform size and shape in order to achieve consistent. The concept of 

material removal by abrasive is a vast research topic with lots of speculations. The most 
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common one is that, the surface material is removed by the abrasives through mechanical 

wear. The local heat generation and friction by the high contact pressure between abrasive 

and surface causes plastic flow. The particle parameters that are generally believed to 

influence material removal are particle shape, particle size and its distribution, concentration, 

polishing environment and abrasive hardness. 

The solution used acts as a coolant and removes the abraded material out of the 

system. It also aid the distribution of chemicals and at the same time causes certain chemical 

reactions on the wafer and pad surfaces. 

1.2.2. Pad 

The polishing pads used in semiconductor applications can be grouped into four main 

classes based on their structural characteristics. These are 

• Felts and polymer impregnated felts 

• Micro-porous synthetic leathers 

• Filled polymer films 

• Unfilled textured polymer films 

The pad is generally a polymeric structure and its manufacturing method determines 

its microstructure. Pad surfaces are perforated or grooved in order to aid slurry transport. In 

the material removal process, it is the necessity of the pad surface to hold the abrasives and 

transfer the load to the abrasives. 
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The mechanical properties that are generally believed to influence the pad 

performance are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, hardness and compressibility, visco

elasticity, surface roughness and texture. During CMP, pad surface is also planarized. The 

pad asperities are flattened by the abrasion of slurry particles and wafer surface. The abraded 

pad material, abrasive particles and re-deposited wafer surface material fills the pad pores, 

causing glaze. In order to stabilize the pad surface, pad conditioning is done, where 

• Polymer is abraded from the surface of the pad 

• Inorganic material is removed from the topmost film on the wafer via chemical and/or 

mechanical processes 

• Slurry particle agglomeration to form extended particles 

1.2.3. Carrier 

The basic function of the wafer carrier is to hold the wafer in place while the wafer is 

polished. It includes means such as vacuum, to hold the wafer in place while loading and 

unloading and a retainer ring to keep the wafer from becoming dislodged from the carrier 

during the polish cycle. 

The other functions of the carrier are polished wafers must be flat within a 

predetermined specification across the wafer, but excluding the so-called edge exclusion 

region. Where the edge exclusion region is an annular region of the wafer at the wafer edge 

where the removal rate deviates significantly from that of the bulk of the wafer. Also, the 

wafer carrier must allow the tool to polish a broad range of films with varying amounts of 
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film stress. The wafer carrier should also provide means to compensate small amounts of 

wafer bow, tilt or warp by using carrier film at the back of the wafer. 

1.2.4. Platen 

The platens on which the wafers are polished have evolved over time. In traditional 

polishing, a hard platen is used. The reason being that hard platen present as close to 

absolutely flat surface as possible against with wafer is pressed. Ideally platens rotate 

perfectly. In practice, however, there is a small amount of run-out or wobble, which limits 

the ability of the tool to polish films uniformly, especially at high rotation speeds. 

1.3. Thesis outline 

The thesis presented here revolves around various mechanical aspects of CMP. In 

order to get high yield output, a uniform surface after polishing is the prime criteria. Many 

methods and models have been devised in order to achieve this criterion; controlled material 

removal is one among them. From Preston's equation it is clear that the material removal rate 

is directly related to the amount of pressure that is experienced by the surface. Hence 

controlled material removal can be achieved when the pressure applied is controlled. 

Fu and Chandra's dishing model explains how the interface pressure between the pad 

and the wafer, as well as the relative velocity between the pad and wafer is proportional to 

the Material removal rate across the wafer surface. The first part (chapter 2 and 3) of the 

thesis explains an effective open loop pressure/velocity control algorithm that has been 
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devised to obtain uniform wafer surface in die scale using the Fu and Chandra's dishing 

model. 

Though the control over wafer surface uniformity in die scale is achieved in the 

previous chapter, there is a necessity to know the pressure and loading distribution in the 

wafer scale, in order to have an effective control of the wafer surface in die scale. Fu and 

Chandra developed an analytical solution in order to identify the loading distribution based 

on the desired interface pressure and vice versa. The second part (chapter 4) of the thesis 

identifies a plate-elastic half space model developed using boundary elements to verify the 

existing wafer-pad analytical model. It also discusses various ways to implement the 

analytical model in a realistic environment using finite element analysis with ABAQUS. A 

design chart is provided to identify the amount of edge effect we will experience based on the 

loading patterns. 

Based on the above 2 models, one in die scale and another in wafer scale, there comes 

a necessity for us to correlate and program an algorithm involving both wafer and die scale 

models to make it applicable in a realistic environment. Chapter 5 explains a flow/control 

chart which identifies ways to relate the models which is followed by conclusion remarks. 
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CHAPTER 2. Yield improvement via minimization of step height 

non-uniformity in Chemical Mechanical Planarization (CMP) 

with pressure as control variable 

2.1 Introduction 

Achieving local as well as global planarization is one of the prime requirements in 

micro fabrication methods. Many different methods of dielectric planarization are practiced 

in order to achieve local and global planarity. Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) has 

emerged as the planarization method of choice [Li, 2000] because of its ability to planarize 

over longer length scales than traditional planarization techniques and is considered to 

provide far better local and global planarization [Steigerwald, et al 1997, Sivaram et al 1992, 

Patrick et al 1991]. Besides interlayer dielectric planarization, CMP has also find applications 

in shallow trench isolation, damascene technologies [e.g., Kaanta 1991, Kranenberg 1998]. 

Despite the advantages that CMP enjoys, the process still suffers from large global non

uniformities within a die and across a wafer. 

2.2 Background 

Although CMP can planarize over longer length scales, pattern density variation 

across a chip leads to large variation in global thickness across the die. CMP therefore 

removes local steps but generates global steps as illustrated in Figure 2. Due to the initial 

pattern density difference, the two regions on a chip polish at different rates. At some time 
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Th local planarity is achieved in the low density area of density PD1. After some time T1, 

local planarity is also achieved in the high density region of initial density PD2• The initial 

difference in layout pattern density creates a global step height between these two regions 

due to the difference in removal rates before the local patterns are planarized.[Ouma, 1998] 

Although the global thickness variation is no longer a serious lithography concern, it still has 

a serious impact on subsequent process steps such as via etching. Depending on the location 

of the via, the depth will be different thus making it difficult to determine a suitable etch 

time. The global thickness variation also impacts circuit performance: long-range clock wires 

passing through regions of different thicknesses result in different capacitances and may 

result in clock skew [Stine et al 1997]. The length scale over which complete local planarity 

is achieved is a function of the elastic properties of the polish pad and other process 

conditions. This length scale is easily visualized by polishing a step density pattern. As 

shown in Figure 2.1, away from the density boundary, local planarity is achieved. 

T=O 

T=T1 

--------,--'*Global Step 
\ 

Locally 

Figure 2.1 Planarization defects due to pattern density variations 
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Even though many publications have been made on the various modeling techniques 

in CMP to achieve global planarity, using material removal control techniques, pad property 

variation etc., not many concentrate on obtaining global planarity over pattern dependant 

surfaces. Most of them assume a uniform pattern density across the entire polish span. 

Eamkajornsiri et al [2001] concludes that yield improvement in CMP can be improved 

considerably by varying the interface pressure, wafer curvature and polishing time, in wafer 

scale, it does not takes into account the variation in pattern density across the die. Tugbawa et 

al [2001] proposes a contact mechanics based density step height model of pattern 

dependencies for predicting thickness evolution. Ouma et al [2002], provides a model using a 

2 step FFT of the incoming wafer surface and an elliptic weighting function corresponding to 

pad deformation profile to obtain estimates of effective pattern densities across the entire 

wafer. 

Based on the effective pattern density in a region, and utilizing the step height 

reduction model developed by Fu et al [2003], this chapter provides a control based open 

loop algorithm to obtain uniformity over the pattern dependant non uniform wafer surfaces in 

a die scale. The model assumes the die in the wafer surface to have 'n' number of zones of 

different heights and different pattern densities. In order to minimize both local and global 

step height variations, the applied pressure is varied both spatially and temporally. A 2D 

simulation process is devised using visual basic to track the amount of removal, and current 

step heights for every time step. 

The Fu et al paper [2003] has the following assumptions: 1. Pad is assumed to deform 

like an elastic foundation 2. Force redistribution due to pad bending is proportional to dishing 
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height 3. The material removal rate for metal interconnects and dielectric material follows 

Preston's equation [Preston, 1927] with different Preston's constants. 4. Wafer and pad are 

in contact at any point of the interface. 

2.3 Notations used and model details 

J:pper current height of the upper surface 

J;ower current height of the lower surface 

D(t) step height 

p Interface pressure 

v relative velocity 

K Preston's constant 

k Stiffness 

a Linewidth 

b Pitch 

c b-a 

a Bending factor 

3 Pattern density 

Yupper (t) 

Y1ower (t) 

b 

Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of a pattern 

The model provides and expression for the step height as a function of time, assuming 

the selectivity to be 1 and that there exists an upper and lower surface. The expression is as 

follows 
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The final heights of the upper surfaces and lower surfaces for any time t is expressed as 

follows 

() (h~}:P~(O)+(~+~}~,_.,(O) 
y Lower t = a ( 1 1 ) KP Vt 

1+- -+-
k a c 

(2) 

(~+ ~)J:pper {O} +(~ + ~)Y,ower {O} 
y ( t) - b ka b kc KP Vt 

upper - 1 +a(_!_+ l) 
k a c 

a a 

+ l+!(E! f-' (0)-Yw • ., (o)Jexp{-K[I+ ~(~+~)]Vkt} 
k a c 

(3) 

The removal rate equations being 

The equations 2 and 3 are terminal equations, meaning the values are the final heights after 

polishing for a given period of time. The equations 4 and 5 are intermediate equations, 

meaning the removal rate changes for every time step "dt" and so is the step height. 
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2.4 Model description 

2.4.1 Spatial pressure control - algorithm (Appendix - Flow chart -1) 

In this pressure control, the exact pressure to be applied is calculated using the 

following algorithm for each of 'n' number of zones, and it is then applied simultaneously on 

all the zones for the entire period of the calculated time. The algorithm is also described in 

the form of block diagram after a few pages. 

The algorithm is as follows 

Step 1. Calculate Total Material 

• Calculate the total material (Mat_total) to be removed in all zones together. This 

step and step 4.2 are used together to find when the polishing process will finish. 

Where Ydesired is the final target height and Yupper is the initial upper surface height. 

n 

Mat_ Total = L ( yupper ( i )- ydesired) 
i=l 

Step 2. Calculate Time Needed 

• Calculate the polishing time needed for each zone (T zone) to reach the target or 

desired surface with the maximum interface pressure {The maximum pressure that 

the user can apply based on the machine specification) using equation 3 (f(t)) by 

following N ewton-Raphson method. 

t;+J = t; -f(t) /f (t) until t;+1 - t; < 1 e-8 

Step 3. Calculate Applied Pressure 

• Compare the polishing time for all 'n' zones and find the maximum polishing 

time needed (T max) to have all applied interface pressure values of all zones to be 

less than or equal to maximum interface pressure that we set. 
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T max = Max(TzonJ , For zone = 1 to n 

• With T as the T max, Calculate the applied interface pressure for each zone by 

using equation 3. 

Step 4. Calculate Step Height and Check 

With the calculated pressure allow polishing for the stipulated time Tmax on all 'n' 

zones. 

4.1 Calculate Step Height 

• Calculate the new upper and lower surface of each zone using the rate equations 

4 ( YupRate ) and 5 ( YtoRate ) respectively each for upper and lower surfaces. 

yupper (i)new = yupper (i)
01

d -YupRate (i).At 'For i = 1 ton (zones) 

~ower (irew = Ytower (i)°ld - ~oRate (i).At , For i = 1 ton (zones) 

Where At = 0.1 sec 

4.2 Check 

• Compare the total material left with the previous step till it reaches the least total 

material left. If it is not, go back to step 4 and continue polishing and calculate 

the new upper and lower surface again. 

Step 5. Calculate Error and Verify 

5 .1 Calculate Error 

• Calculate error of upper surface and step height of each zone 

Errorupper = (Yupper (final); - YdesireaJ I (Yupper(O);- YdesireaJ X 100 

Errorstep height = (Yupper (final}; - Ytower(final)Jl(Yupper(O); - Ytower(O)J X 100 
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5 .2 Verification 

• Compare the results (final step height from the algorithm) with the final step 

height calculated from equation 1. 

Step 6. Keep Track 

• Record the initial variables (a, b, Yuppe,, Y1ower ), applied interface pressure, total 

time, and the final variables ( Yuppe" Y1ower). 

2.4.2 Spatial and temporal pressure control - algorithm (Appendix - Flow chart - II) 

In the previous algorithm, the pressure is varied spatially across the die. From the 

results, we came to an understanding that, this variation of pressure would only help us 

achieve a uniform upper surface. This means, we cannot control the step height to achieve 

planarity. It is found that, at very low pressures, the removal rate of the lower surface is 

negligible. This criteria, is used as the basis for controlling step height. An algorithm is 

devised in such a way that, minimum pressures are applied in a proportional way across the 

die, over the 'n' zones, such that both global and local step heights are minimized, which in 

turn results in maximum uniformity. The algorithm is explained in the following pages. The 

assumption made is that the relation between step height and time is considered linear. 

Step 1. Calculate Minimum Step height 

• From the machine specifications, the minimum pressure capability is calculated. 

And with that pressure as the applied pressure, the smallest step height achievable 
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(such that only the upper surface is polished) for each zone ( SH;min) is calculated. 

Equation 5 is used in calculation. 

dYlower (P . ) = 0 
dt mm => S1/min S1/ min S1/ min 

1 ' 2 ' 3 ••• 

where Pmin is the minimum pressure capability for a specific CMP machine 

Step 2. Calculate Max pressure 

• With the respective step heights of each zone, the maximum pressure that can be 

applied is calculated for each zone (I'; max) such that only the upper surface is 

polished and the lower surface is left untouched. 

dYlower (SH.)= 0 
dt I 

=> nmax pmax pmax 
rt ' 2 ' 3 ••• 

where SH; is the present step height of i-th zone 

Step 3. Calculate the interface pressure for each zone ( P;) 

• Calculate material removal rate on the upper surface of each zone (Yup; ) with 

P;max and Calculate material need to be removed of each zone (Mat;) by setting 

Mat; =SH; - max(SH;1in) 

• Calculate the ratio ( R; ) by setting 

R. =Mat; 
I • 

Yup; 

• Assuming relation between step height and time to be linear, calculate the 

material removal rate on the upper surface 
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v . Mat; 
.1.up. = 

' max(R;) 

• Calculate interface pressure ( I'; ) and material removal rate on the lower surface 

Step 4. Polish 

• Now using removal rate equations 4 and 5, the polishing is carried out on the 

wafer surface 

Step 5. Check 

• Repeat step 2 to 4 until the following condition is satisfied. The condition helps, 

finding out whether the surface has reached the least step height SH~in 

Step 6. Spatial pressure control 

• After reaching the stipulated step height, now the spatial pressure control 

algorithm is applied to attain the target surface. 

By using the spatial and temporal pressure control, the step height is first reduced. 

Then to attain the target surface, the spatial pressure algorithm is applied over this newly 

evolved surface. It should be noted that, in the step 4 of the algorithm, the removal rate 

equations follow a polishing process such that the time step is 1 sec. So for every second, the 

steps 2 to 4 will be repeated, which is not practically applicable. The following algorithm 

provides a solution to this issue. 

2.4.3 Look-ahead scheduled pressure control - algorithm (Appendix - Flow chart -III) 

The possibility of changing the applied pressure for every one second is indeed 
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impractical. The look ahead pressure control algorithm is programmed such that, the time 

step is user controlled. Here, the step height to be formed when applied a specific set of 

pressure values across 'n' zones is viewed ahead of the process and the pressure is modified 

again based on the desired step height. The time for look ahead is equal to the time step 

selected. 

Step 1. Calculate Minimum step height 

• From the machine specifications, the minimum pressure capability is calculated. 

And with that pressure as the applied pressure, the smallest step height achievable 

(such that only the upper surface is polished) for each zone ( SH;1in) is calculated. 

dYlower (P . ) = 0 
di mm => S'H min S'H min S'H min 

I ' 2 ' 3 ••• 

where Pmin is the minimum pressure capability for a specific CMP machine 

Step 2. Calculate Max Pressure 

• With the respective step heights of each zone, the maximum pressure that can be 

applied is calculated for each zone ( P;max) such that only the upper surface is 

polished and the lower surface is left untouched. 

dYlower (SH.)= 0 
dt I 

=> nmax pmax pmax 
r1 ' 2 ' 3 ••• 

where SH; is the present step height of i-th zone 

Step 3. Procedure to calculate the interface pressure for each zone ( P;) 
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• The material to be removed (in terms oflength) from each zone (Mat;) is 

calculated using the equation given below. The reason that the biggest step height 

is taken into consideration is that, its assumed that while polishing we always try 

to follow the un said rule that, its better to remove less than the actual, rather than 

removing more. 

Mat.= SH. -max(SH~in) 
I I I 

• With Pmin and Ptax as inputs for each zone, the minimum possible step height 

left is identified in each zone ( MSH;min) after a specific period of time using look-

ahead procedure 

Look-ahead(t,P) => MSH fin , MSH ;'in , MSH :1in ... 

• The step height that is to be removed ( RSH;) or polished from each zone is 

calculated after the specific time 

RSH; =SH; -MSH;"in 

• The ratio is calculated as follows 

Mat. 
R. = I 

I RSH. 
I 

• Calculate the material to be removed from each zone, based on zonal ratio, that 

should occur by setting 

LSH; =Mat; I max( R;) 
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• Find the interface pressure of each zone using look-ahead procedure for 

MSH; (the step height to be left after the prescribed time step) 

MSH; =SH; - LSH; 

Look-ahead(t,MSH;) => 

Step 4. Polish 

• Now using removal rate equations 4 and 5, the polishing is carried out on the 

wafer surface 

Step 5. Check 

• Repeat step 2 to 4 until the following condition is satisfied. The condition helps, 

finding out whether the surface has reached the least step height SH1min 

Step 6. Spatial pressure control 

• After reaching the stipulated step height, now the spatial pressure control 

algorithm is applied to attain the target surface. 

Procedure Look-ahead (t, P) 

• Calculate the step height after specific time for two interface pressures 

(P1, P2). 

• Calculate another step height after specific time for interface pressure (P1+P2)/2. 

• Compare the step height from step 2 to step 1 and substitute the pressure from 

step 2 to one of the pressures of step 1 to get new (P1, P2). 

• Do until P2 -P1 < O.lxPmin for minimum possible step height left MSH~in 
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Pmin 
I J Ill 

Figure 2.3 Pressure selection loop 

The above schematic diagram shows the way in which the next pressure value is 

selected. With Pmin and P;max as inputs, the minimum step heights are calculated. The next 

pressure is selected. 

Procedure Lookahead (t, MSHJ 

• Calculate the step height after specific time for two interface pressures (P1, P2). 

• Calculate another step height after specific time for interface pressure (P1+P2)12. 

• Compare the step height from step 2 to step 1 and substitute the pressure from step 2 

to one of the pressures of step 1 to get new (P1, Pi). 

• Do until P2 - P1 < O.lxPmin we reach the step height left to be equal to MSH; 

2.5 Results 

Table 1 show the examples which are taken into consideration for checking the 

algorithm. It is assumed that the die has 3 different pattern densities, and hence divided into 3 

zones. The table has the upper and lower surface heights for each zones. 
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Time needed 
per zone 

Maximum 
time needed 

Ylower t 4 
Line width "a" Ill Pitch "b" 

Tmax Tzone 
Interface 

P(Tmax) Pressure 

Save 
results 

No 

Check for least Polishing based 
material when +-- on MRR equation 

reached At= 0.1 sec 

b 
~ .. 

(~+ ~)~pper (O)+(~+~)r;ower (0) 

using 
Tmax 

Y.,,,.,(t)= b ka l+'rn:~r KPVt ' 
<----------

a a : 

+ l+f (~~ f-' (O)-Y, .. .,(o)]exp{-K[l+~(!;+~ )]Viet} (3) 

v 
d~pper - KVk [(-a _ !!_) (Y - Y. )- p] (4) 

dt - b kc upper lower k 

df;ower =KVk[(-~+~)(Y -Y, )- p] (5) df b ka upper lower k 

"Spatial Pressure Control" - The figure gives a detailed block/flow diagram of 
the algorithm, along with the respective equations which is used in that instant 
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Input 
Parameters 

Yupper, Ylower, 
Line width "a", 

Pitch "b"• 
I 
I 

Apply Spatial 
Pressure' 
Control 
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Min Step Height 
allowed 

SH min 
zone 

No 

Max Pressure 
can be applied 

Pm ax 
zone 

P(SHmin, pmax) 

·--~~~~~~~-

Yes Check for : Polishing based on 
MRR equation 

At= 1 sec :i(Mat; <max(SH;min)) +--+ 

b . .. 

Interface 
Pressure 
for each 

zone 

<----------( ~ + ~) :i:pper { Q} + (~ + !:__) Y,ower { Q} 
y ( t) _ b ka b kc KP Vt ! 

upper - 1 + a(_!_+_!_) 
k a c 

a a ' 

+I+;(~~ r-' (0)-Yi,w" (0) ]exp{-K[l +f(~-n~) ]Viet} (3) 

y 

d~pper - KVk[(-~-~)(Y -Y. )- p] (4) 
dt - b kc upper lower k 

dY,ower = KVk [(--=-+ !:..) ( y _ Y, )- p] (5) 
dt b ka upper lower k 

"Spatial and Temporal Pressure Control" - The figure gives a detailed 
block/flow diagram of the algorithm, along with the respective equations which 
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Input Min Step Height 
Parameters allowed 

Yupper, Ylower, SHmin 
Line width "a", zone 

Pitch "b"• 
No I 

I 

Apply Spadal Yes Check for 
Pressure: 

3(Mat; < max(SH;min )) Control 

b 

Max Pressure Interface 
can be applied Pressure 

pm ax for each 
zone 

P(SHmin, pmax) 

Polishing based on 
MRR equation 
~t = lca1 sec 

Assumed that step height 
varies linearly with time 

and the time step is 
varied manually 

zone 

(~+ ~Ji:pper {O)+ (~+ ~JY,ower (0) ~ ---------
Y (t)- b ka b kc KPVt i 

upper - I+ a(_!__+ _!_J 
k a c 

(3) 

---KVk ---- Y -Y. --d~pper [( a a)( } P] 
dt - b kc upper lower k (4) 

dY,ower = KVk[(-~+!:._)(Y -Y, )- p] dt b ka upper lower k (5) 

"Look - Ahead Pressure scheduling" - The figure gives a detailed block/flow 
diagram of the algorithm, along with the respective equations which is used in 
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In the first and third example, the heights and pattern densities are reversed. Example 

2 and 4 are random variations and they lie along the value range of 1 and 3. The constants are 

[Stavreva et al 1997] 

K Preston's constant = 1.566 * 10-13 m2 /N 

k Stiffness = 8.027 * 1010 N/m3 

a Bending factor = 2.16 * 10
6 

N/m 

v Velocity =0.5m/s 

Example 1 Example2 Example3 Example 4 

Initial Initial Initial Initial Initial Initial Initial Initial 
Zone 

Yupper Y1ower alb Yupper Y1ower alb Yupper Y1ower alb Yupper Y1ower alb 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

1 1350 1000 0.3 1250 1000 0.3 1250 1100 0.3 1350 1000 0.3 

2 1300 1050 0.5 1300 1050 0.5 1300 1050 0.5 1400 1250 0.5 

3 1250 1100 0.6 1350 1100 0.6 1350 1000 0.6 1300 1150 0.6 

Example sets 

Example Spatial Pressure Spatial and Temporal Look-Ahead Pressure 
No Control 

1 Control Pressure Control Scheduling 

Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final 

Zone Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y lower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

1 737.9 735.8 2.0 676.2 674.3 1.9 699.5 697.9 1.5 699.5 698.0 1.5 

2 699.5 697.5 2.0 699.8 697.7 2.1 699.5 697.4 2.1 699.5 697.5 2.1 

3 685.7 684.7 1.0 701.5 700.5 1.0 699.5 698.0 1.4 699.3 697.9 1.4 

Time (s) 144.1 with 6.1 psi 143.8 with 7 psi 145.8 145.0 

%Error 8.1 - - 3.9 - - 0.2 - - 0.3 - -
Stdev - - 0.6 - - 0.5 - - 0.3 - - 0.3 

Results for example 1 
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Example 

2 

Zone 

2 

3 

Time (s) 

%Error 

Stdev 

Example 

3 

Zone 

2 

3 

Time (s) 

%Error 

Stdev 

Example 

4 

Zone 

2 

3 

Time (s) 

%Error 

Stdev 

No Control 

Final Final Final 

Y upper Y lower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) 

687.9 687.0 0.8 

25 

Spatial Pressure 

Control 

Final Final Final 

Yupper Y1ower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) 

688.6 687.8 0.8 

699.5 698.0 1.5 699.5 698.0 1.5 

726.8 725.5 1.2 702.1 700.9 1.2 

153.8 with 5.7 psi 

7.2 

0.3 

No Control 

Final Final Final 

Yupper Y lower SH 

153.8 with 6 psi 

2.5 

0.3 

Spatial Pressure 

Control 

Final Final Final 

Y upper Y lower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

730.4 730.0 0.4 701.6 701.3 0.4 

699.5 698.0 1.5 699.6 698. l 1.4 

660.4 658.6 1.8 692.3 690.6 1.7 

153.8 with 5. 7 psi 

12.8 

0.7 

No Control 

155. l with 6 psi 

1.8 

0.7 

Spatial Pressure 

Control 

Final Final Final Final Final Final 

Yupper Y lower 

(nm) (nm) 

696.l 695.3 

814.8 814.3 

699.8 699.4 

SH 

(nm) 

0.8 

0.5 

0.4 

171.8 with 5.5 psi 

18.3 

0.2 

Y upper Y lower 

(nm) (nm) 

664.8 664.1 

699.8 699.4 

699.7 699.3 

SH 

(nm) 

0.7 

0.4 

0.4 

172.8 with 6.7 psi 

5.5 

0.2 

Spatial and Temporal 

Pressure Control 

Final Final Final 

Y upper Y lower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) 

699.7 698.7 1.1 

699.6 698.1 1.6 

699.5 698.0 1.4 

152.1 

0.22 

0.3 

Spatial and Temporal 

Pressure Control 

Final Final Final 

Y upper Y lower SH 

Look-Ahead Pressure 

Scheduling 

Final Final Final 

Yupper Y1ower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) 

699.8 698.8 0.9 

699.5 698.1 1.4 

699.5 698.2 1.3 

155.0 

0.22 

0.2 

Look-Ahead Pressure 

Scheduling 

Final Final Final 

Yupper Y lower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

699.4 698.4 1.0 699.5 698.5 0.9 

699.3 697.6 1.7 

699.6 697.9 1.7 

154.5 

0.3 

0.4 

Spatial and Temporal 

Pressure Control 

699.6 698.0 1.6 

699.7 698.2 1.6 

156.0 

0.2 

0.4 

Look-Ahead Pressure 

Scheduling 

Final Final Final Final Final Final 

Yupper 

(nm) (nm) 

699.7 699.2 

699.6 698.9 

699.4 698.9 

171.8 

0.2 

SH 

(nm) 

0.5 

0.7 

0.5 

0.1 

Yupper 

(nm) 

700.1 

699.7 

699.6 

0.1 

Y lower 

(nm) 

699.6 

699.1 

699.l 

173.0 

SH 

(nm) 

0.5 

0.6 

0.5 

0.1 

Results for example 2,3 and 4 
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In the above tables, No control represents, applying just a uniform pressure across the 

die. The pressure is to be applied is calculated such that, the time taken by the no control 

algorithm equals the time taken by the other control algorithms. The error for the upper 

surface uniformity is calculated using the following equation. 

%Error = t sum {Jtarget surface -{ Y upper) 
1 
Ji{ Y upper);"'' - target surface)* 100 

l=l 

Stdev represents standard deviation between the step height values. 

Our objective is to polish the initial variable pattern density surface such that, the 

final surface is uniform and has the minimum possible uniform step height all across the die. 

Hence the error for the step height is calculated in terms of standard deviation. The results for 

all the 4 sets of examples, clearly shows that, there is a significant improvement in the 

uniformity of the upper surface when the pressure across the die is controlled spatially. But 

this spatial pressure control, removes the upper as well as lower surfaces at varying rates. 

This results in higher deviation in step heights across the die. The results for spatial and 

temporal control as well as look-ahead scheduling show considerable improvement for both 

upper surface as well as step height deviation. It is realized that the combined spatial and 

temporal pressure control scheme is very difficult to realize in practice. To obviate this 

difficulty a predictive control strategy, called the "Look-Ahead Pressure Scheduling" is 

introduced. The results show that both of these schemes are equally effective. The results for 

Example 1 are shown next. Similar results are obtained for all four examples. 
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Initial Surface Evolution of Example 1 

1400.0 --,------~----~----,------,-------------., 

1200.0 --- ----- --- ----- --- -------- --- ------

i 1100.0 
._, 
.:= 1000.0 ' ' _____ __ _J ___ _______ _____________ _. ________ __________ _____ ----- --- - ----------- ---

' ' 
' ' Oil 

"Q) 
::c:: 900.0 _____ ____ _________ _____ • ________________ _______ J __ ______ ___ __ _ _____ __ __ --------- ---------- ----

' ' 

,..-... 

-Initial surface 
800.0 ' ' -- ------- --- --- --------,- ------------ ----- -----,-----------

' ' 
' ' ' ' 

- Target surface 
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 

700.0 -+------------· -----·-----------; 
600.0 -+--------r------T-------+------T----------1 

730.0 

720.0 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 

Die Length (mm) 

Figure 2.4 Initial or starting surface 

Final Surface Evolution of Example 1 
with No Control 

' ' 

- Final surface with no 
control ------ --- --- -------- -- - !--------------- _______ .J ___ _ ___ _ __ ___ _ _ __ _______ , _______ ____ _ - Target surface ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

' ' ' 

I i ! I ------ --------- --------T·-------- --- --- -------,----------- ----- --------,------------------- ---- -,-•- ••••••• ••••••-••••• •• 
' ' ' 
' ' ' ' 
' ' 

§ 710.0 -- -- ---- -- --------- ----:- ------ --- -- -- - -- -----~- ---- ---- ---- -----------:- -- -------- -- -------- ---:---- ----- ------- ---- -- --
'--" : : : : 

.:= ~ : ~ 
Oil 00 0 : : "Q)7 . ---;---~----------..---......-i~-.----r--~~-----~~--; 

::c:: 

690.0 ------ ---- -- ----- ------'- ---- ---- ----------- --i----- ---- ------- -- ---- --! ------- ----- -------- --- ------ -- ----- -----------

680.0 -------------- ------ -- - .. --------- ---------- ---- -.------- -- -------- -------1---------------- ------- -1-------------- ----------
' ' 
' ' 
' ' ' ' 

670.0 -+---- ---+----- --i-----------+-------+-------1 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 

Die Length (mm) 

Figure 2.5 Final surface for "No Control " 
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Final Surface Evolution of Example 1 
with Spatial Pressure Control 

740.0 -r-----~----~----~---~---------, 

730.0 

720.0 

' ' ' ---- ------------ ----- --L---------- ------------ -.1------------------ -----.J---- --------
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 

' ' ' 

-Final surface with 
spatial pressure control 

- Target surface 

I I j I ----- ----------------- -r-------------- ---------,- -------- ------------- -, ----- ------ -------------1-------------- ---- ------
' I I I 
I I I I 

t I I I 

t I I ! 

I I t I 

§ 710.0 --- ------- ------- ------ ~- ----- --- -- ------- ----- ;------- ---- ----- ---- ---;- --- --------- ---- --- -- --:---------- ------------ --
I I t I 

I I I I 

'-' : : : : 

~ ' : : : on : : . 
·a; 700.0 ---J-----~----,,..._~· --.-....---:..-· -.i:==~--!......:;:. ........ lllllllllllf::.;_:__:~=-4 
::c:: 

--

! I I I 

690.0 ----------------- --- ---!--------------- -------1--- - ----- --------------~----- --------- ---------+---- ---------------- ---
' t I I 
I I I I 

l I I I 

I I I l 

I t I I 

t 1 I t 

680.0 ' ' ' -- ---- ---- ------- ------,.---- --- --- --- -- - ------ .. ---- ---------- ---------,----- --------- - ------ ---.---------- --------- -----
1 I I I 

I I I I 

' ' ' 
' ' 

670.0 --+--------+------+------+-------+---------I 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 

Die Length (mm) 

Figure 2.6 Final surface for "Spatial Pressure control" 

Final Surface Evolution of Example 1 
with Spatial and Temporal Pressure Control 

10.0 

740.0 ~---~----~---~----~----

730.0 

720.0 

' ' ' ________ ____ ____ _______ J. _____ _______ __ ____ _____ J _____ _ __ ______ __________ , ____ _______ _ 

' ' ' 
' ' 

' ' ' 

-Final surface with 
spatial and temporal 
12_ressure control 

- Target surface 

-------- - - ----- - -------r---- -------------------,-- ----------------------1-------------- ----------,----------- -------- -----
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

§ 710.0 _________________ ______ J. _ ______________________ J _________ ____________ _ __ , _ _ ________ _____ _________ , _____ ___ _ ______ _ _______ _ 

I ! I t 

'-' ..... 
I I 1 1 

I J I I 

..c on 
• Q) 700 .0 --...-arr-....... -.--.--r--i-iiiill""'."'---P-..------.---...liiiiilliil""---illllil;""----~-..... 
::c:: 

__________ _ ____ _ _____ __ !. _____________ __________ _! _____________ _______ _ ___ , _______ _______________ __ , _______________ __ _ _____ _ 

I l I I 690.0 
I l I ! 

I l I I 

I l I l 

I l I I 

I l I > 

' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ------------------ ---- -· ----- - -------- --------- -< ------ -- --- --- ----------·----- ------- ---- --------1- ------------------- -- --

t I I I 680.0 
I I I I 

I I I I 

I I I I 

' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 

670.0 -+-------;--------i-------i-: -------+-: ---------1 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 

Die Length (mm) 

Figure 2.7 Final surface for "Spatial and Temporal pressure control 
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Final Surface Evolution of Example 1 
with Look-Ahead Scheduling 

740.0 ~---~----~---~----~---~ 

730.0 

720.0 
,-.... 

' ' ' --- -- -----------------,------------- ---------,---------------------- r-- --- ------
' ' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 

-Final surface with 
look-ahead pressure 
scheduling_ 

- Target surface 

' ' ' ---------- ---- --------,--------------------- -,---------- ------- -----.------- ----------------,---- ---------- --------
' ' ' ' 
' ' ' ' ' 

§ 710.0 -- --- --- ------ --------,---- -- --- ------------- ,---- ------------------:---- ------------ --- ----,-------------- --------
'-" : : : : 
~ + I ' t .c : ' : 
bD : : 

"Q) 700.0 ---------r:-i--r-ii-.....-t---.-..----r--==-- -==--= =----::i 
::c: 

690.0 ---------------- ------:---- -------------- ----; ______________________ i------- ------- -- --- ----i-------------------- --
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' t ! I I __________ ____________ , __ ____ ________________ J ____ ___ ______ ____ _____ 1.,. ___________________ ___ , _______ ______________ _ 

t t 1 I 680.0 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 670.0 --+-------+-----+-' ----+--' ----f--' -----4 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 

Die Length (mm) 

Figure 2.8 Final surface for "Look-ahead Scheduled Pressure control" 

Material Removal Rate of Example 1 
with No Control 

8.0E-09 --..----------------------------. 

,-.... 
en 

7.0E-09 

g 6.0E-09 
<l) 

~ 
~ 5.0E-09 
~ 
> E 4.0E-09 
<l) 

~ 3.0E-09 
t; 
·c:: 
~ 2.0E-09 
~ 

l.OE-09 

O.OE+OO -+--_....,....,.._~....,....,.._--.....__---.----------------------! 

0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 

Time (s) 

-MRR Upper Surface Zonel (a) - MRR Upper Surface Zone2 (b) 

~ MRR Lower Surface Zone 1 ( d) ~ MRR Lower Surface Zone2 ( e) 

100.0 125.0 150.0 

MRR Upper Surface Zone3 (c) 

'\'" MRR Lower Surface Zone3 ( f) 

Figure 2.9 MRR vs. Time for "No control" 
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Material Removal Rate of Example I 
with Spatial Pressure Control 

9.0E-09 ~------------------------. 

,,.-.., 
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3 3.0E-09 
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Time (s) 

100.0 125.0 

Figure 2.10 MRR vs. Time for "Spatial Pressure control 

Material Removal rate of Example 1 
With Spatial and Temporal Pressure control 
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Figure 2.11 MRR vs. Time for "Spatial and Temporal" 
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Material Removal rate of Example 1 
With Look ahead Scheduled Pressure 

1.0E-08 --.------------------------------, 
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Time (s) 

Figure 2.12 MRR vs. Time for Look Ahead control" 

The series of graphs in the previous pages clearly show the distinctness between the 

various control algorithms. Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 shows how the uniformity of the 

final upper surface as well as step heights is improved from one algorithm to another. Figures 

2.10 and 2.11 show the material removal rate variation across the entire polishing time for 

spatial and temporal pressure controls. For the first 75 seconds, the MRR for lower surface is 

negligible. It is because of this reason that the step height is controlled and brought to the 

minimum value. For this example, the uniformity of the step height is achieved by proper 

variation of pressure value across the die within the first 75 seconds. In the look-ahead 

control, there is a small variation in the MRR for lower surface in the first 75 seconds. But 

that is the lowest possible MRR that can be achieved on the lower surface using this 

algorithm. The variation or the sudden change in the MRR after the first 75 seconds in Figure 

2.10 and 2.11 is due to the change of algorithm to spatial control. 
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2.6 Error analysis 

The models and the results clearly states how pressure and/or velocity can be used as 

control variables to govern the uniformity of the final surface evolution. It should be noted 

that at in reality for every polishing time step, a measurement feed back is necessary to 

identify the current surface measurements (Upper surface and Step Height). The following 

error analysis provides an idea about the tolerance level of the simulation based on 

measurement errors during feed back. 

The analysis is done in 2 stages on the Look Ahead Pressure Scheduling model. Let 

us assume that at a particular time step, the actual surface measurement value as "Current 

value". In the first stage, a measurement error of ± X value is implanted in the simulation, 

such that every time the surface measurement is taken, the simulation identifies the new 

number randomly between the current value + X and current value - X values. The new "to 

be" applied pressure is calculated using this randomly generated surface measurement and 

this pressure is applied over the original surface value that is the current value. In this way, 

the simulation is tested for a real polishing condition with error. The values of X that is taken 

for the analysis are 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 nm. In the second stage, instead of obtaining a random 

value from the tolerance, a definite measurement error is added to the current surface value. 

The final top surface error and step height error is calculated for this measurement error. 
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Percentage Error Vs Randomness 

• 

•Top Surface error 

• Step height error 

Randomness= Random (Current Value± "X" nm) 

• 

0.00% --+-----~---~--~---~---~---~ 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Randomness '----Value ofX 

Figure 2.13 Error graph with randomness within Tolerance 

The simulation was recoded with the necessary details, and was run for test data with 

an error of± 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10. Total of 10 runs was undertaken for each tolerance and the 

top surface error and step height error were tabulated. The average top surface error and step 

height error for each tolerance band is calculated. The final error values are shown in Figure 

2.13. The graph shows that, there is no significant change in the final error value for the step 

height, although the top surface error increases as the tolerance band increases. Figure 2.14 

shows the error as percentage for a specific measurement error. For example, every time a 

measurement feedback is provided to the simulation algorithm, an error of 4 nm is added or 

subtracted through out the simulation process. Hence the error is termed as peak error 
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Measurement error Vs Peak Error Percentage 

• 

• 

-5 
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3.00% 

2.50% 

2.00% 
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0 

Measurement Error 

• 

• 

• 
• Top Surface Error 

• Step Height Error 

5 10 

Figure 2.14 Error graph with NO randomness and fixed error 

possible with that measurement error. The graph in Figure 2.14 shows that the step height is 

again within a small tolerance band of 0.3 to 1.2 %. There is no significant change in the 

final step height values even with a large error, but for the top surface error, the error 

percentage increases as the error in measurement increases. 
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CHAPTER 3. Yield Improvement via minimization of step height 

non-uniformity in Chemical Mechanical Planarization (CMP) with 

pressure and velocity as control variables 

3.1 Background 

There is a need to look into the possibility of controlling the global step height 

formation, in order to obtain uniformity in the final surface evolution. Based on the 

understanding from the analytical model by Fu et al [2003], it is determined that the surface 

evolution mainly depends on the amount of pressure and velocity that is applied. Therefore in 

order to obtain uniform surface evolution on a surface that has variable pattern densities and 

step heights, the option of varying pressure and velocity across the die is considered. Then 

the problem is approached in two different ways. 

1. Here the pressure alone is varied, but in both spatial as well as temporal, and the 

results were analyzed. The results showed us significant improvement in the final 

surface evolution. 

2. Based on the relationship between velocity and step height formation, we later 

decided to vary velocity across the die scale along with pressure. 

Hence, based on the effective pattern density in a region, and utilizing the step height 

reduction model developed by Fu et al [2003], this paper provides a control based open loop 

algorithm to obtain uniformity over the pattern dependant non uniform wafer surfaces in a 

die scale using pressure and velocity variations. 
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The model assumes the die in the wafer surface to have 'n' number of zones of 

different heights and different pattern densities. In order to minimize both local and global 

step height variations, the applied pressure and velocity is varied spatially. The variation is 

done such that, the pressure and velocities across the pattern (spatial) are varied individually 

and later varied simultaneously. A 2D simulation process is devised using visual basic to 

track the amount of removal, and current step heights for every time step. The assumptions, 

notations and the relations used are same as in previous chapter. 

3.2. Model description 

3.2.1 Velocity control - algorithm (Appendix - Flow chart - II) 

In the previous algorithm, the pressure is varied spatially across the die. From the 

results, we came to an understanding that, this variation of pressure would only help us 

achieve a uniform upper surface. This means, we cannot control the step height to achieve 

local planarity. Based on the equations from the Fu et al model it can be easily identified that 

the step height is proportional to the relative velocity between the wafer surface and the pad. 

An algorithm is devised in such a way that variable velocities are applied in a proportional 

way across the die, over the 'n' zones, such that both global and local step heights are 

minimized. 

Step 1. Calculate Total Material 

• Calculate the total material (Mat _Total) to be removed in all zones together. 

This step and step 4.2 are used together to find when the polishing process will 

finish. 
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n 

Mat _Total= L( Yupper (i)-Ydesired) 
i=l 

Step 2. Calculate Time Needed 

• The total polishing time needed for each zone is calculated with a specified 

velocity and a desired step height using equation 1. 

Step 3. Calculate Velocity for Each Zone 

• Find the minimum polishing time needed among all zones. The reason being, to 

ensure that the polishing process even though may leave some material behind 

(which can be removed later) but doesn't remove more than required. 

TimeNeeded = Min(Tneeded(step2)) , For i = 1 ton 

• Calculate the velocity for each zone using the equation with time equal to the 

TimeNeeded (calculated from step 3). 

Step 4. Calculate Applied Pressure, Calculate Step Height and Check 

• With the given or initial interface pressure the following sub routines 4.1 and 4.2 

are run. The error for the iterations are calculated and compared. The procedure is 

carried out till the pressure corresponding to the smallest error is determined. In 

the iteration the starting interface pressure is 1 psi with increment interface 

pressure of 0.1 psi. 

4.1 Calculate Step Height 

• Calculate the new upper and lower surface for each zone by varying the 

variables a, b, Yupper, Ytower and with the given range of interface pressure. 

I:pper { i) new = I:pper { i) old - YUpRate { i) .fit , For i = 1 ton 
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J";ower ( i) new = J";ower ( i) old - YLoRate ( i) .!J.t , For i = 1 ton 

Where 81 = 0.1 sec 

4.2 Check 

• Compare the total material left with the previous step till it reaches the least total 

material left. If it is not, go back to step 4.1 and calculate the new upper and 

lower surface again. 

Step 5. Simulation 

• The polishing procedure is simulated to verify the solution, using the best 

interface pressure. 

Step 6. Calculate Error and Verify 

6.1 Calculate Error 

• The error for upper surface and step height for each zone is calculated using 

the following equations. 

Error upper = (Yupper(/inal};- Ydesiretd I (Yupper(O);- Ydesiretd X 100 

Error step height= (Yupper(final}; - Y1ower(final)J I (Yupper(O); - Y1owerfO)J X 100 

6.2 Verification 

• Using equation 1 the final step height is calculated and it is then compared with 

the difference between MRRupper and MRR1ower 

By using the spatial velocity control, there is a possibility that better step height can 

be evolved. Whereas the spatial pressure control helps us attain an uniform upper surface. 
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Hence based on the 2 individual variable control process, a procedure was devised to 

calculate a proportional velocity and pressure for each zone in order to attain uniform surface 

with uniformly proportional step heights after a specific period of time. 

3.2.2 Pressure and velocity control - algorithm (Appendix - Flow chart -III) 

As explained earlier controlling pressure and velocity separately doesn't result in 

local and global planarity. Hence there is a need to control both the variables simultaneously. 

The following algorithm, explains the procedure for combined pressure and velocity control. 

Step 1. Calculate Total Material 

• Calculate the total material to be removed in all zones together. This step and 

step 4.2 are used together to find when the polishing process will finish. 

n 

Mat_ Total = L ( Yupper ( i )- Ydesired ) 
i=l 

Step 2. Calculate Time Needed 

• The total polishing time needed for each zone is calculated with a specified 

velocity and a desired step height using equation 1. 

Step 3. Calculate Velocity of Each Zone 

• Find the minimum polishing time needed among all zones. The reason being, to 

ensure that the polishing process even though may leave some material behind 

(which can be removed later) but doesn't 

TimeNeeded = Min(Tneededfstep2)) , For i = 1 ton 

• Calculate the velocity for each zone using the equation with time equal to the 

TimeNeeded (calculated from step 3). 
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Step 4. Calculate Applied Pressure 

• Using equation 3 the applied interface pressure is calculated with time needed 

and velocity of each zone values calculated from the previous steps. 

Step 5. Calculate Step Height and Calculate Check Done 

5.1 Calculate StepHeight 

• Calculate the new upper and lower surface of each zone via vary variables (a, b, 

Yupper, Y1ower), fixed variables (K, V, a., k), and applied interface pressure 

computed from step 4. 

yupper ( i rew = yupper ( i rid - YUpRate ( i) .Af , For i = 1 ton 

Y,ower ( j rew = Y,ower ( j td - y LoRate ( j) .Af , For i = 1 ton 

Where M = 0.1 sec 

5.2 Check 

• Compare the total material left with the previous step till it reaches the least total 

material left. If it is not, go back to step 5 .1 and keep calculate the new upper and 

lower surface again. 

Step 6. Calculate Error and Verification 

6.1 Calculate Error 

• The error for upper surface and step height for each zone is calculated using 

the following equations. 

Error upper = (Yupper(final);- Ydesiret/) I (Yupper(O);- Ydesiret/) X 100 

Error step height= (Yupper(final); - °Yfower(final)J I (Yupper(O); - Y1ower(O)J X 100 

6.2 Verification 
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• Using equation 1 the final step height is calculated and it is then compared with 

the difference between MRRupper and MRR1ower-

b 
1111 ... 

d~pper - KVk[(-!!_-~)(Y -Y. )- p] (4) 
di - b kc upper lower k 

d~ower _ KVk[(-~+~)(Y -Y, )- p] (5) 
d! - b ka upper lower k 

"Spatial Velocity Control" - The figure gives a detailed block/flow diagram of 
the algorithm, along with the respective equations which is used in that instant 
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Time needed 
per zone 

Minimum 
time 

T zone Tmin 
V(Tmin) 

Velocity using 
T min and H(t) 

I 

:Polishing 
•based on 

MRR 
equation 

Interface 
Pressure 

usingTmax 

---KVk ---- Y -Y. --d~pper [( a a)( } P] 
dt - b kc upper lower k 

d~ower = KVk [(-.:. + !:._) (Y - Y, )- p] 
dt b ka upper lower k 

(4) 

(5) 

"Spatial Pressure and Velocity Control" - The figure gives a detailed block/flow 
diagram of the algorithm, along with the respective equations which is used in 
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3.3 Results 

Table 1 has the examples which are taken into consideration for checking the 

algorithm. It is assumed that the die has 3 different pattern densities, and hence divided into 3 

zones. The table has the upper and lower surface heights for each zones. In the first and third 

example, the heights and pattern densities are reversed. Example 2 and 4 are random 

variations and they lie along the value range of 1 and 3. 

The constants are [Stavreva et al 1997] 

K Preston's constant = 1.566 * 10-13 m2 /N 

k Stiffness = 8.027 * 1010 N/ m3 

a Bending factor = 2.16 * 10
6 

N/m 

v Velocity =0.5m/s 

Example 1 Example2 Example3 Example4 

Initial Initial Initial Initial Initial Initial Initial Initial 
Zone 

Yupper Y lower alb Yupper Y1ower alb Yupper Y lower alb Yupper Y lower alb 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

1 1350 1000 0.3 1250 1000 0.3 1250 1100 0.3 1350 1000 0.3 

2 1300 1050 0.5 1300 1050 0.5 1300 1050 0.5 1400 1250 0.5 

3 1250 1100 0.6 1350 1100 0.6 1350 1000 0.6 1300 1150 0.6 

Example sets 

For Ex 1, using stopping criteria of step height = 1. 7 run 

For Ex2, using stopping criteria of step height = 1.2 run 

For Ex3, using stopping criteria of step height= 1.2 run 

For Ex4, using stopping criteria of step height= 0.5 run 
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Spatial Pressure 
Velocity Control 

Spatial Pressure and 
Ex. I No Control 

Control Velocity Control 

Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final 

Zone Yupper Y1ower SH Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y lower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

1 737.9 735.8 2.1 676.2 674.3 1.9 724.1 721.6 2.4 678.9 676.6 2.3 

2 699.5 697.5 2.1 699.8 697.7 2.1 641.8 640.1 1.7 699.7 697.9 1.7 

3 685.7 684.7 1.0 701.5 700.5 1.0 698.0 696.3 1.7 701.9 700.l 1.7 

Time(s) 144.1 with 6.1 psi 143.8 with 7 psi 129.9 129.9 

%Error 8.1 - - 3.9 - - 15.3 - - 4.2 - -
Stdev - - 0.6 - - 0.5 - - 0.4 - - 0.3 

Ex.2 No Control 
Spatial Pressure 

Velocity Control 
Spatial Pressure and 

Control Velocity Control 

Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final 

Zone Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Ytower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

1 687.9 687.0 0.8 688.6 687.8 0.8 714.0 712.6 1.5 692.3 690.8 1.5 

2 699.5 698.0 1.5 699.5 698.0 1.5 655.1 653.9 1.2 699.7 698.5 1.3 

3 726.8 725.5 1.2 702.1 700.9 1.2 698.9 697.7 1.2 702.7 701.4 1.2 

Time(s) 153.8 with 5.7 psi 153.8 with 6 psi 138.6 137.8 

%Error 7.2 - - 2.5 - - 10.9 - - 1.9 - -
Stdev - - 0.3 - - 0.3 - - 0.2 - - 0.1 

Ex.3 No Control 
Spatial Pressure 

Velocity Control 
Spatial Pressure and 

Control Velocity Control 

Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final 

Zone Yupper Y1ower SH Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y1ower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

1 730.4 730.0 0.4 701.6 701.3 0.4 831.6 830.3 1.2 703.1 701.9 1.2 

2 699.5 698.0 1.5 699.6 698.1 1.4 697.0 695.7 1.2 699.6 698.4 1.3 

3 660.4 658.6 1.8 692.3 690.6 1.7 642.5 642.5 1.2 690.9 689.6 1.3 

Time(s) 153.8 with 5.7 psi 155.1 with 6 psi 125.3 124.6 

%Error 12.8 - - 1.8 - - 34.9 - - 2.3 - -
Stdev - - 0.7 - - 0.7 - - 0 - - 0 

Results for example 1, 2 and 3 
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Spatial Pressure 
Velocity Control 

Spatial Pressure and 
Ex.4 No Control 

Control Velocity Control 

Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final 

Zone Yupper Y1ower SH Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y lower SH Yupper Y1ower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

1 696.1 695.3 0.8 664.8 664.1 0.7 684.9 684.1 0.8 665.7 664.9 0.7 

2 814.8 814.3 0.5 699.8 699.4 0.5 798.9 798.4 0.5 699.7 699.2 0.5 

3 699.8 699.4 0.4 699.7 699.3 0.4 701.2 700.1 0.5 700.0 699.5 0.5 

Time (s) 171.8 with 5.5 psi 172.8 with 6.7 psi 165.4 165.5 

%Error 18.3 - - 5.5 - - 17.7 - - 5.3 - -
Stdev - - 0.2 - - 0.2 - - 0.2 - - 0.1 

Results for example 4 

In the above tables, No control represents, applying just a uniform pressure across the 

die. The pressure is to be applied is calculated such that, the time taken by the no control 

algorithm equals the time taken by the spatial pressure control algorithm. The error for the 

upper surface uniformity is calculated using the following equation. 

Stdev represents standard deviation between the step height values. 

Our objective is to polish the initial variable pattern density surface such that, the 

final surface is uniform and has the minimum possible uniform step height all across the die. 

Hence the error for the step height is calculated in terms of standard deviation. The results for 

all the 4 sets of examples, clearly shows that, there is a significant improvement in the 

uniformity of the upper surface when the pressure across the die is controlled spatially. 

But this spatial pressure control, removes the upper as well as lower surfaces at 

varying rates. This results in higher deviation in step heights across the die. The results for 
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velocity control show considerable step height deviation. Based on the results, we then 

decided to combine both the algorithms, such that through out the entire process both 

pressure and velocity is controlled spatially. The results show that this method produces 

results which have significant improvement in both upper surface as well as step heights. The 

results for Example 1 are shown next. Similar results are obtained for all four examples. It 

can be noted that, the combined pressure and velocity control provides results very similar to 

the temporal pressure controls in the previous chapter. 

Initial Surface Evolution of Example 1 

1400.0 ~-----~----~------------~ 

1300.0 -------- -- - -------- _, __ -- ------ ---

1200.0 ------- - - -- - - - - - - - - -:- - ----- --- --- - --- -- -:- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - ---- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -------
' ' ' ' ' 

' ' ' ----- --- --- ---- ---- -,-- -------- --- ---- -- -i---- -- ---- ----- -----, ---- - -----
' ' ' 
' ' ' ' ' 

i 1100.0 
'-" .:s 1000.0 
00 

"Q) 
::c 900.0 

800.0 

' ' ' ' - ----- - -'- - - - - - - -- -- ---- ---- - - - - ~ - - - --------- ---------- - - - - - - - ---- -- - - - - - - - ----
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 

' ' ----------------- ------:-- --- ------ ---- ---------;---------- ---- --------- :---- ---- ------- -------- ----- ------------------
' ' ' 
: : -Initial surface 
' ' ' ----------- --- ---------,------------ ---- -- ----- -,---- ---- ---------------.,-- ------ -- -
: : - Target surface 

700.0 -+---------------------------! 
600.0 +------+------+-----------:------+---------j 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 

Die Length (mm) 

Figure 3.1 Initial or starting surface 
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Final Surface Evolution of Example 1 
with No Control 
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Figure 3.2 Final surface for "No control" 

Final Surface Evolution of Example 1 
with Velocity Control 
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Figure 3 .3 Final surface for "Spatial velocity control" 
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Final Surface Evolution of Example 1 
with Spatial Pressure and Velocity Control 
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Figure 3 .4 Final surface for "Spatial Pressure and Velocity control" 

Material Removal Rate of Example 1 
with No Control 
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Figure 3.5 MRR vs. Time for "No control" 
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Material Removal Rate of Example 1 
with Velocity Control 
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Figure 3 .6 MRR vs. Time for "Spatial Velocity control" 

Material Removal Rate of Example 1 
with Spatial Pressure and Velocity Control 
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Figure 3.7 Final surface for "Spatial Pressure and Velocity control" 
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The series of graphs in the previous pages clearly show the distinctness between the 

various control algorithms. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show how the uniformity of the final upper 

surface is improved when pressure is varied spatially across the die. From Figure 3.3 it can 

be understood that, the step heights can be controlled using spatial variation of velocity. The 

improvement in the uniformity of the upper surface as well as in the uniformity of the step 

heights can be seen in figure 3.4, where both pressure and velocity are varied spatially across 

the die. Figure 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 explains the material removal rate variation in upper and 

lower surface for various controls. 
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CHAPTER 4a. Wafer scale variation of interface pressure for 

yield improvement in CMP 

4a.1 Background 

4a.1.1 Wafer-pad interface pressure model 

Controlled material removal has always been the prime criteria in the process of 

chemical mechanical polishing in the manufacture of micro-electro mechanical systems. 

Material removal in CMP is widely based on the Preston's equation (Preston 1927) 

dH / dt = CPV where dH / dt is the material removal rate, P is the pressure, V is the relative 

velocity between the pad and the wafer surface and C is the Preston's constant. The applied 

uniform pressure P over the wafer carrier head is not the same as the interface pressure 

experienced between the pad and the wafer surface. 

Many researchers have focused on the modeling of the interface pressure distribution 

between wafer and the pad. Runnels and Renteln [Runnels and Renteln 1993] have used 

continuum mechanics to investigate wafer edge effect and wafer curvature effect. They 

attribute the increase in material removal at the wafer edge to the increased contact pressure. 

Their finite element based elasticity solutions, however have always shown larger pressure at 

the wafer center, dropping to zero at the wafer edge. They hypothesized the cause to be a 

partial contact between the pad and the wafer. Baker [Baker 1996] had developed a model for 

interface pressure based on plate theory, and has shown that the predicted pressure variation 

in the edge region matches well with the non-uniform material removal. Wang et al [Wang 

1997] and Srinivasa Murthy et al [Srinivasa Murthy 1997] have investigated the effects of 
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various process parameters on the degree of wafer scale non-uniformity. They find that von 

mises stress correlates with the polishing non-uniformity, and uniformity improves with 

decreasing pad compressibility. Sasaki et al [Sasaki et al 1998] have conducted a detailed 

FEM analysis of the pressure distribution under a wafer, and investigated the influences of 

the back film, wafer chamber and retainer ring on the pressure distribution. Byrne et al 

[Byrne et al 1999] have considered the effects of pad wear. Utilizing finite element analysis, 

they predict that the material removal in wafer center region will be reduced over time due to 

pad wear. Tseng et al [Tseng et al 1999] relate the film stress to wafer curvature and give a 

theoretical model on how this curvature influences the removal rate and the wafer scale non

uniformity. Fu and Chandra [Fu and Chandra 2001, 2002] derive an analytical solution for 

the interface pressure distribution based on an elastic I visco-elastic half-space assumption 

for the pad. They show how to obtain a nearly uniform pressure distribution through tight 

control of the load and wafer curvature, and how visco-elastic pad deformation lead to 

decreasing material removal rate. 

There is little work done on the relationship between the wafer surface pressure 

distribution and wafer backside loading, although this relationship is important for the wafer 

carrier design. And moreover, the interface pressure even though is directly dependent on the 

carrier loading; it is not necessary that they are one and the same. This was explained and 

proved by Fu and Chandra in the study on relationship between wafer-pad and carrier 

loading. The wafer and pad interface can be effectively treated as plate-half space interaction. 

Syngellagis and Bai [Syngellagis and Bai 1993] use boundary element formulations for a 
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numerical implementation of plate-half space interaction to identify various parameters like 

stress, pressure distribution, deformation profile etc. 

The first part of this chapter explains Fu and Chandra's analytical model, that 

determines the interface pressure distribution between the wafer pad interface in terms of the 

loading distribution over the wafer and vice versa. The model is developed based on contact 

mechanics and plate theory. The second part of chapter explains the verification of the model 

results, with the results obtained from application of Boundary element method over plate

half space interaction. The final part of the chapter discusses ways to use the results of the 

analytical model to increase the polishing yield. A loading design chart is provided based on 

the analytical model at the end of this chapter, which provides an approximate idea about the 

percentage of wafer that could have high uniformity. The chart is devised based on finite 

element analysis using ABAQUS. 

4a.2 Model description 

The wafer pad interface pressure model was developed based on the contact 

mechanics and plate theory. As explained in the introduction, we need to control the interface 

pressure in order to control the material removal on the wafer surface, and for this we need to 

understand the relationship between the interface pressure and the carrier loading. The 

assumptions made are a) pad deforms like an elastic half space b) wafer is a circular plate 

and is flat under no loading c) wafer and pad are in complete contact d) the case is axi

symmetric. The paper devised a model to identify the relationship between the interface 

pressure distribution and wafer carrier loading. The paper gave two different methods/model, 
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one to obtain the loading for the given interface pressure and the second to obtain the 

interface pressure from the wafer back side loading. The latter one is discussed here. 

4a.3 Notations used 

a - radius of the wafer 

v pad - Poisson's ration for pad 

v w'!fer - Poisson's ration for wafer 

p - interface or wafer surface pressure 

q - carrier loading 

E t3 
D wafer wafer Fl 1 · 'd" f h f:'. 

w'!fer = ( 2 ) - exura ng1 ity o t e wa1er 
12 l-Vwqfer 

t wafer - Thickness of the wafer 

Ew'!fer- Young's modulus of the wafer 

Epad- Young's modulus of the pad 

4a.4 Interface pressure for a specified carrier loading 

The following page explains in detail to calculate the interface pressure from carrier 

00 

loading. The loading distribution is assumed to be q (r) = L c2;r2; , where the constants are 
m=O 
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n 

known. We assume the pad deformation as an even polynomial w(r) = uz(r) = La2;r2; and 
i=O 

n 

the corresponding wafer surface pressure p(r) = Lb2;(a2;)r2; • 

i=O 

Dwafer d [ d { 1 d ( dw)}] ( ) ( ) From the plate theory --- r- -- r- = q r - p r , 
r dr drrdr dr 

00 00 

we have DweferL(2i-2)2(2i)2 a2;r2i-4 = LC2;r2; -p(r). 
i=2 i=O 

The above equation can be simplified in a polynomial form as follows, 

This equation will give a recurrence relationship for a2;, (i = 0,1,2 .... ).After, all the a2; 's are 

solved, the corresponding interface pressure can be obtained. This method is valid for infinite 

series, but for finite series an approximate solution is devised as follows, 

The error function is calculated to be 

n 

err(r) = q(r)- p(r)-Dwefer L(2i -2)2 (2i) 2 a2;r2i-4 

i=2 

From plate theory, if it is accurate solution, err(r) = 0; to have approximate solution, we use 

the following function, 
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The above equation will give a matrix, which can be solved for a;, (i = 0,1,2 ... 2m). 

4a.5 Solution 

Based on the model developed by Fu and Chandra as explained in the previous pages, 

a solution is derived for both load and interface pressure equations. Let us assume the 

displacement of the pad under pressure p is a 4th order polynomial Uz (r) = ao + a2r2 + a4r4
• 

Using the equations to calculate the shape profile, the constants ao' a2 ' a 4 are determined 

and plugged in back in the above equation. 

2 

8 U . JT ( a0 ) 1 - v~ad D wafer 3 1 - v~ad -=0 gives - - +64JT 3 a4a =JTq-~-
8a0 2 a Epad a Epad 

8U O . JT ( ) (47r 64 1-v~ad Dwafer) 3 JTq 1-v~ad --= gives - a2a + ---JT a4a =------"--
8a2 2 9 3 Epad a3 3 Epad 
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In matrix form, we have 

The above matrix equation is solved for a0 , a2 , a4 and the constants are as follows, 

[ 2aq(-l +v~d )(-5a6E~d+1824a3 DwaferEpad (-1 +v~ )+92160D;afer (-1 +v~d }2 )] 

llo = Epad [ 5a6 E:X,a -1728a3 DwaferEpad (-1+v:X,a)+8640D;afer (-40 + 37r2 )(-1 + v!ia )2 J 
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[3q{-1 +v~d )( a3 Epad +30{-88+9tr2 )Dwafer {-1 +v~d) )] 

· . U (r)=a +a r2 +a r 4 
Havmg the above constants m z 0 2 4 shape profile, we can now 

derive the interface pressure equation. For a fourth order shape profile, the pressure equation 

is calculated as follows. 

n 

The displacement of the pad is written as w(r) = Uz(r) = Ia2;r2;. For this 
i=O 

displacement, the interface pressure is 

1 E "' . r(l+i) . 
p ( r} = - / - 2 L a2; ( 1+21} ( ) <l> ( r, 21} 

2....; Jr 1-v 0 r 3 . -+l 
2 

where <l>(r,2i) = (1+2i)r2H 

( ~J2m+I 
; r(l+i) r 

~ r(i +1-m)r(l+m) 2m+l 

a1+2; 1 

r' Fm' 

For a 4th order even polynomial this equation is simplified to, 
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And havinga0 , a2 , a4 , the pressure equation can be calculated in terms of rand a. For a 

·c. . b k "d 1 d" "th h fil Uz (r) = ao +a2r2 +a4r4 th . 1 t. un11orm earner ac SI e oa mg, WI a s ape pro I e e simu a Ion 

results are as follows. 

--- 300mm wafer 

~ 11--------------------------....... 

(l.5 

Figure 4.1 Interface pressure distribution for uniform loading 

4a.6 The application of BEM technique on plate - half space interaction 

The plate-half space interaction problem is very frequently encountered in 

engineering practice. Syngellakis and Bai [Syngellakis and Bai 1993] discuss a numerical 

formulation using a boundary element technique to arrive at the solutions for stress, pressure 

distribution and deformation profile. A uniformly loaded circular plate with a free edge and 
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in perfectly smooth contact with the half space boundary was initially analyzed. The 

convergence of the results was tested through boundary and domain element meshes of 

increasing density. Hemsley [Hemsley 1987] denotes a parameter relative stiffness Kr, where 

the relativity is between the plate and elastic foundation. A uniformly loaded circular plate 

with a free edge and in perfectly smooth contact with the half space boundary was initially 

analyzed. The interface reaction has been computed for various values of the following 

parameter, 

Where 

K - Relative stiffness of half space with respect to plate 

Es - Young's modulus of elastic half space. 

E P - Young's modulus of plate. 

vs and vP - Poisson's ratio for half space and plate respectively. 

h - Thickness of the plate 

a - radius of the plate 

The above parameter is varied from 0.01 to 1. In our calculations we have varied the 

young's modulus of half space and kept other values constant. The BEM results in 

Syngellakis and Bai is compared with the results obtained from Wafer-pad interface pressure 

model. 
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4a. 7 Results 

The wafer-pad interface pressure model's predictions are compared with the results 

obtained from plate-elastic half space reaction using boundary element methods [Syngellagis 

and Bai 1993]. The simulation parameters are taken from the paper and are as follows, h = 

0.1 m, a= lm, Es= Epad = 21MPa, vs= vpad= 0.2 and VP= vwafer = 0.2. 

The following graph shows the comparison graphs for contact pressure distribution 

between wafer-pad interaction, and plate-elastic half space interaction (BEM). The 

distribution is calculated for varying values of relative stiffness K. the relative stiffness is 

varied by varying the young's modulus of half space. 

Contact pressure distribution for wafer-pad contact 

Cl\AP BEM 
2 --K=1 • K=1 • 

1.8 ·················· K =0.1 • K=0.1 

1.6 --- · K = 0.01 0 K = 0.01 
! 

1.4 ::s .,, .,, 
1.2 ! 

a.. 
v 1 
GJI 
N 

'ii 0.8 

E 0.6 
0 z 

0.4 

0.2 

0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

rla 

Figure 4.2 Contact pressure distribution comparison between 
CMP and BEM (Syngellakis and Bai 1993) results for plate-half space 
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4a.8 Carrier loading distribution for a specified interface pressure 

A good head design will have the ability to tune the interface pressure according to 

the film thickness variation, so that thicker portions of the film experiences higher pressure 

or high removal rate. In this way, global planarization capability of the CMP processes can 

be improved. If the desired pad-wafer interface pressure distribution is p(r), the 

corresponding displacement of the pad under this pressure is [Gladwell 1980] 

uz (r) = 
4{l-v~ )[J!.K(!...)p(s)lll+ }K(!...)p(s)ds],o::; r::; a 

rcEpad 0 r r r s 

1?i 1 
whereK(k)= J .J dB 

o l-k2 sin2 B 

Assuming that the wafer and pad are in complete contact, we have wafer shape w(r) to be 

the same as pad shape uz (r). From plate theory, the wafer backside loading is 

( ) ( ) Dwafer d [ d { 1 d ( dw)}] q r = p r +--- r- -- r-
r dr dr r dr dr 

h D 
Ewafe/!afer 

w ere wafer = ( 2 ) 
12 1-vwafer 

Let us consider a special case where we have uniform interface pressure (pis constant), then 

the desired loading distribution is derived to be 

q (!__) = p l + 1 1 - v;ad Ewaf" ( h )
2 

a 3;r l-vwafer Epad a 

( )

2 
r 

7 + ~ E(!__) + 4 K(!__) 

(1-(:JJ a (1-(:JJ a 
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The simulation result is shown in the fig. The simulation parameters are Radius a = 

lOOmm, thickness !wafer= 0.75 mm, Epad = 20 MPa and 200 MPa, Ewafer = 70 GPa 

v pad= 0.2 and vwafer = 0.3. From the results it is clear that to obtain uniform wafer-pad 

interface pressure, the center part of the wafer should be loaded in compression and the edge 

part of the wafer should be loaded in tension. 

Loading distribution 

1.2 -

1 -

= 0.8 -~ 

~ 
.s 0.6 -

t:)JJ 

.s 
0.4 -"C 

= 
-200MPapad 20MPapad 

Q - 0.2 -

~.: i 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

r/a 

Figure 4.3 Loading distribution across the wafer to obtain 
uniform interface pressure 

j I 

1 

As we see in the above distribution, as the pad becomes stiffer, a more uniform load 

is preferred in order to obtain uniform interface pressure. However, further investigation 

shows that the loading distribution equation requires infinite down force because of the 

strong singularity at the wafer edge, which is impossible to achieve. The reason may be that 

the wafer will not conform to the pad in this situation and one of the assumptions is broken 

down. 
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Chapter 4b. FEM Analysis for wafer scale application 

of non uniform loading 

4b.1 Background 

Various research works presented earlier, were assuming that the carrier loading 

distribution and the wafer-pad interface pressure distribution are one and the same. The 

model results, which are compared here, prove that even though there is a relationship 

between the contact pressure and loading they are not necessarily one and the same. The 

model results are compared with plate-elastic foundation results obtained from boundary 

element methods and are found to be comparable and satisfied. The model shows that under 

uniform loading on the wafer backside, there still will be edge effect due to the pressure 

variation at wafer-pad interface. In the figure, the result graph is the loading distribution that 

should be applied across the wafer in order to obtain a uniform interface pressure between 

the pad and the wafer interface. So there is a necessity that such loading distribution should 

be practically implemented to obtain uniform interface pressure. The following FEM analysis 

results explain a devised strategy which could provide better yield in CMP. 

4b.2 FEM analysis for differential or non uniform loading across the wafer 

Based on the loading pattern for uniform interface pressure, the following discussion 

analyses the effects of non uniform loading over the wafer. Using ABAQUS, a pad wafer 

contact interference model is generated. Both the pad and the wafer is assumed to be elastic 

with their properties as follows, E pad= 20 MP a, 200 MPa, Ewa/er = 70 GP a, 
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v pad= 0.2 and vwafer = 0.3 . The dimensions are, r pad= 400 mm , rwafer = 100 mm t pad= 2 mm 

and twofer= 0.75mm. 

Contact interference is created between the axi-symmetric pad and the wafer. The 

parts of meshed with the help of quadratic elements and the simulation results are tabulated. 

In the following FEM analysis, the loading distribution shown in the fig. earlier is applied 

over the wafer surface. The region where the strong tension force required in the edge of the 

wafer is not applied. Those regions are left with no loading. In order to apply non uniform 

loading over the wafer, the wafer is segmented into as many as 13 divisions. 

1.15 

0.95 

= ~ 

~ 0.75 
.5 
~ - 0.55 = fl.) 
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~ -~ 0.35 
~ 
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Interface pressure distribution 

Non Uniform loading with 20 MPa pad 

-Uniform loading with 20 MPa pad 

- Non Uniform loading with 200 MPa pad 
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Radius in mm 
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Figure 4.4 Interface pressure distribution across the 
for non uniform loading 

110.00 
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The figure 4.4 shows the interface pressure distribution for this loading distribution. 

From the above interface pressure values, it is clear that, the loading results from the 

analytical solution, helps removing the edge effect, although, the improvement in terms of 

wafer yield has not improved. The reason can be attributed to the absence of the strong 

tension that is required at the edge of the wafer. 

Even though, the pressure values that were calculated from the loading distribution 

doesn't help obtaining a uniform pressure across the wafer, the concept of non uniform 

loading across the wafer was accepted and the analysis was further continued. Based on the 

analytical results it is found that a strong tension is required at the edge of the wafer. Hence a 

FEM analysis is carried out to identify the amount of effect a tension at the edge of the wafer, 

would change the interface pressure distribution between the wafer and pad surface. A 

loading design chart is created based on this analysis. With a constant pad modulus, the edge 

length and the tension applied on the wafer edge is varied with a uniform load applied in the 

remaining segment. The results are listed in the loading chart (figure 4.5 and 4.6). 

20MPa 10% Load 5% 1% 0.1% 0.01% 

Pad Tension 

80-20 42 48 46 48 48 

90-10 52 52 54 54 54 

95-5 56 56 58 58 58 

98-2 58 58 61 62 62 

99-1 72 72 73 73 73 

Figure 4.5 Loading design chart 
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Figure 4.6 Loading design chart 
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Figure 4.7. Yield Variation for Non Uniform Loading 
with Tension at the edge 
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In the above chart, Figure 4.5 assumes the pad to be soft and the second chart Figure 

4.6 assumes the pad to be stiffer. The left most column shows how the wafer is split into 2 

parts. For example, if the chart reads 80-20, the wafer is applied a uniform compressive load 
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for the first 80% and uniform tension for the remaining 20%. The column variation reads the 

amount by which the tension load varies with respect to the compressive load. The data in the 

remaining boxes shows the percentage of wafer length that experiences a uniform interface 

pressure. 

From the chart, it can be deciphered that, about 86% of the wafer can experience a 

uniform interface pressure with a slightly stiff pad, with a small tension at the edge. From 

Figure 4. 7, it can be deciphered that, the yield decreases if the tension is reduced to zero or in 

other words the final segment length is pushed to zero. When a uniform loading is applied 

with the same loading conditions, the percentage of wafer that experiences interface pressure 

uniformity is around 75-77%. Hence a significant improvement in uniformity is obtained 

here. In turn applying a tension and that too for such a small percentage of the wafer may not 

be possible but a possibility of applying vacuum/suction at the end can't be completely ruled 

out. Apart from the non uniform loading methods, the two models provide a relationship 

between wafer-pad contact pressure and loading distribution. So knowing any of them would 

help us identify the other distribution. This when put together will help us creating a 

simplified CMP system where knowing the pressure or load can help us find the other value 

which in turn would help us control the system. The kinematics aspect of CMP from different 

polishers will influence the model prediction. This relationship is critical in order to get 

better surface results and to there by improve the yield. Hence further investigations under 

more realistic CMP configurations are necessary. 
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CHAPTER 5. Discussion and conclusion 

5.1 Control mechanism for Chemical Mechanical Polishing 

As explained in Chapter 1, there is a need for developing a complete control 

mechanism that governs and controls polishing at wafer and die scale level simultaneously. 

Chapter 2 provides five open loop algorithms to control polishing at die scale as well as 

analytical models that provides interface pressure versus loading relations at wafer scale. In a 

realistic environment, controlling the die scale polishing provided there is a global control at 

the wafer scale ensures uniform polishing. This in tum results in significant yield 

improvement. This chapter integrates the die scale and the wafer scale model provided in the 

previous two chapters and provides an integrated algorithm for systemic control of Chemical 

Mechanical Polishing. 

5.2 Control mechanism at die Scale and wafer Scale 

In Chapter 2 and 3, 5 die scale models were explained, which controls the Material 

removal rate having pressure and/or velocity as parametric constraints. Using the Dishing 

model by Fu and Chandra, the critical interface pressure to be applied for a specific pattern 

density at a given time is calculated and is applied. In realistic environment, this type of 

pressure variation can be done using a Zonal Process Controller (ZPC). The ZPC is a pixel 

based control to vary pressure at die scale levels. The pixel can be of varied square sizes. 

Chart in Figure 5 .1 explains the algorithm, where for a single ZPC area, interface pressure is 

calculated for the varying pattern density zones (assuming 3 zones) and the corresponding 

loading is calculated and sent to the ZPC controller. This procedure doesn't require a feed 
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back process, the reason being, the interface pressure is calculated for every time period 

based on the current surface evolution. The loading will be calculated for every interface 

pressure from the analytical relations. As the loading value for each zone will be in the form 

of distribution, the average/nominal value will be taken into consideration for polishing. For 

spatial and temporal control, the time step is 1 second. In reality the pressure cannot be 

varied for every 1 second making this method is practically impossible. This method is 

overcome in Look-Ahead pressure control, where we increase the time step to 5 seconds. 

Single ZPC 

Die 

Figure 5.1 Flow Diagram for Control Mechanism at Die Scale 

In the earlier mechanism at die scale level, the Zonal Process Controller controls the 

interface pressure at die scale level. But if the same has to be achieved at the wafer scale 

level, the pressure has to be controlled through out the entire wafer scale at the same time. In 

this model, assuming there are 'N' number of dies across the wafer, there is a need to apply 
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varying interface pressure based on the varying pattern density and step height spatially. This 

process in tum requires control that can apply varying load across the wafer. A simple ring 

load control accomplishes this requirement. In this control, the whole carrier is split into 

concentric rings and different loading is applied on different rings and there by a varying 

loading pattern is created. Assuming that the whole wafer surface is split into 5 concentric 

rings, a flow diagram (figure 5.2) is created which will explain the feedback control 

algorithm for wafer scale control mechanism. The analytical model for converting loading 

distribution to pressure distribution is explained in chapter 4, where the loading distribution 

polynomial is a 4th order polynomial. So, this limits our variable pressure points (rings) to 5. 

The die scale pressure variation model will provide the interface pressure values periodically. 

The entire pressure values, across the wafer will be computed at a constant time which will 

then be converted into a polynomial distribution. Currently the model which converts this 

pressure polynomial to loading polynomial is not completed (refer Appendix I). A best fit 

polynomial of order 4 is identified from this loading polynomial and the corresponding 

interface pressure distribution is computed from the analytical model that 

converts q (r) ~ p(r). Here a feed back mechanism is incorporated in order to attain a 

more precise polishing process. This loading is now applied over the carrier and after the 

specific time step, the step height and surface evolution is computed and the die scale model 

is again applied to identify new interface pressure values across the wafer. 
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Interpolated q' (r) of order 4 (best fit) -~ 
I 

Findp'(r) using q-~> p (Chapter4) and verify 

~ 
I 
I 

q ( r) = f ( p ( r)) > refer Appendix I 
~ 
I 
I 

Pressure Polynomial P(r) - Interpolation 

• 

Apply q' (r) loading 

distribution 

Polish for 1 
time step 
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4
)]] p(r)=- P - o + +-----;::==--

2.J; l-v~ad £ ~a2 -r2 ~a2 -r2 9~a2 -r2 

This is the end equation for converting a 4th order loading polynomial to a pressure 
distribution (polynomial) 

Figure 5 .2 The flow diagram explains the control mechanism at wafer scale level 
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5.3 Conclusion 

Material removal rate is one of the prime parameter in Chemical Mechanical 

Polishing which has significant influence over the polishing rate. Fu and Chandra et al 

described this impact of material removal rate in detail and its eventual relation to the 

formation of dishing and erosion in metal and dielectric surfaces respectively. The model 

explains the influence of interface pressure, velocity, pattern density on material removal 

rate. Based on the MRR equations, the dishing heights of the surfaces formed due to over 

polishing were modeled. 

Based on this relation, it is clear that step height can be controlled as a 

function of pressure and/or velocity in a varying pattern density scale. With this concept, five 

die scale control algorithms were developed, viz., Spatial pressure control, Spatial and 

Temporal pressure control, look ahead pressure scheduling, Spatial velocity control, and 

Combined velocity and pressure control. The main objective of the models are to improve the 

polishing mechanism to obtain better upper surface finish and more uniform step heights on 

wafer surfaces having variable pattern densities in die scale. The control mechanism was 

developed based on the fact that modifying pressure across the die over different pattern 

densities would in turn improve the final surface uniformity. The results show that these 

control strategies could significantly enhance both the upper surface uniformity and step 

height in a CMP process. In collaboration with Strasbaugh Inc., work is currently in progress 

to experimentally verify the simulation results, and implement these control algorithms in a 

realistic CMP process. 
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The analytical model based on plate theory which provides a relationship that 

determines the interface pressure between pad and the wafer surface from uniform nominal 

pressure (carrier loading) was analyzed and verified. The results are verified based on the 

plate-elastic foundation results obtained from Boundary element analysis (*). Also, the 

relationship that converts uniform interface pressure back to loading distribution is studied 

and based on that a FEM analysis is performed. The concept of non uniform loading and its 

effect on interface pressure distribution between the pad and wafer is studied using 

ABAQUS. It is found that a non uniform load calculated based on the analytical model 

along with a very small tension at the edge of the wafer results in reducing the edge effect, 

which in turn would result in higher uniformity at wafer scale. 

Based on the both wafer and die scale model an integrated control chart is provided 

which would guide us in developing a complete CMP control system which would achieve 

significant improvement in uniformity both at die and wafer scale. 
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Future work 

The die scale models were simulated and the results prove that significant 

improvement in uniformity is obtainable. It is necessary that, the results are verified in a 

realistic environment using die scale control procedures like Zonal Process Controller (ZPC), 

which would assist the development of a full fledged CMP control system in the future. 

Even though the complete control chart for integrating the wafer and die scale models 

are provided in chapter five, a control system is not yet in place due to the absence of a 

analytical model and relationship for converting a pressure polynomial distribution to a 

loading distribution. This model development is still under research. APPENDIX I explain 

the first step taken in regard to this development. 
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APPENDIX I - Wafer-pad interface pressure distribution model 

I. Wafer-pad interface pressure model 

Many researchers have focused on the modeling of the interface pressure distribution 

between wafer and the pad. Runnels and Renteln (1993) have used continuum mechanics to 

investigate wafer edge effect and wafer curvature effect. They attribute the increase in 

material removal at the wafer edge to the increased contact pressure. Their finite element 

based elasticity solutions, however have always shown larger pressure at the wafer center, 

dropping to zero at the wafer edge. They hypothesized the cause to be a partial contact 

between the pad and the wafer. Baker (1996) had developed a model for interface pressure 

based on plate theory, and has shown that the predicted pressure variation in the edge region 

matches well with the non-uniform material removal. Wang et al (1997) and Srinivasa 

Murthy et al ( 1997) have investigated the effects of various process parameters on the degree 

of wafer scale non-uniformity. They find that von mises stress correlates with the polishing 

non-uniformity, and uniformity improves with decreasing pad compressibility. Sasaki et al 

(1998) have conducted a detailed FEM analysis of the pressure distribution under a wafer, 

and investigated the influences of the back film, wafer chamber and retainer ring on the 

pressure distribution. Byrne et al (1999) have considered the effects of pad wear. Utilizing 

finite element analysis, they predict that the material removal in wafer center region will be 

reduced over time due to pad wear. Tseng et al (1999) relate the film stress to wafer 

curvature and give a theoretical model on how this curvature influences the removal rate and 

the wafer scale non-uniformity. 
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Fu and Chandra (2001, 2002) derive an analytical solution for the interface pressure 

distribution based on an elastic I visco-elastic half-space assumption for the pad. They show 

how to obtain a nearly uniform pressure distribution through tight control of the load and 

wafer curvature, and how visco-elastic pad deformation lead to decreasing material removal 

rate. 

The interface pressure even though is directly dependent on the carrier loading; it is 

not necessary that they are one and the same. This was explained and proved by Fu and 

Chandra in the study on relationship between wafer-pad and carrier loading. Fu and Chandra 

(2002) have used contact mechanics and plate theory to model the wafer pad interface 

pressure in terms of carrier loading and vice versa. But the model can be applied only in 

theoretical applications as such for finding the distribution between uniform loading and 

interface pressure only when the input distribution is uniform. In practical applications where 

both the loading and interface pressure need not be uniform, this model cannot be applied. 

Hence, the model needs to be modified in such a way that, for a given distribution of 

interface pressure or loading say in the form of any series, the model should calculate the 

loading or interface pressure distribution in the form of series respectively. In the present 

work, the wafer-pad interface pressure distribution is assumed to be an even polynomial and 

the corresponding distribution for carrier loading is modeled. 

The model is based on the contact mechanics and plate theory. The assumptions made 

are a) pad deforms like an elastic half space b) wafer is a circular plate and is flat under no 
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loading c) wafer and pad are in complete contact d) the case is axi-symmetric. The paper 

devised a model to identify the relationship between the polynomial interface pressure 

distribution and wafer carrier loading. 

II. Notations used 

a-radius of the wafer 

v pad - Poisson's ration for pad 

v wefer - Poisson's ration for wafer 

p - interface or wafer surface pressure 

q - carrier loading 

uz - Displacement profile of pad under the pressure p 

w - Displacement of the wafer 

Yi 
K ( k) = f 1 dB - Complete elliptic integral of the first kind 

o .J1 -k2 sin2 (} 

Yi 
E(k)= f .J1-k2sin2 (}d(} - Complete elliptic integral ofthe second kind 

0 

E t3 
D wafer wafer Fl 1 · "d" f h ~ 

wefer = ( 2 ) - exura ng1 ity o t e waier 
12 l-vwqfer 

(wafer- Thickness of the wafer 

Ewefer - Young's modulus of the wafer 

Epad - Young's modulus of the pad 
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III. Model description 

The displacement of the pad under the interface pressure p is 

uz (r) = 4 (l-v~ad )[J!_K(!_Jp(s)ds+ JK(!_Jp(s )ds],o:::;; r:::;; a 
;rEpad or r r s 

Because wafer surface and pad surface have to conform to each other, we have w = uz. 

1 d [ d { 1 d ( dwJ}] q - p 
From plate theory, we have -;. dr r dr -;. dr r dr = Dwafer • 

( ) ( ) Dwafer d [ d { 1 d ( dwJ}] Thus, the loading condition is q r = P r + -r- dr r dr -;. dr r dr · 

In the pad displacement equation, the interface pressure p has to be now substituted with 

some form of distribution series. Lets assume p(s) to be an even polynomial of 8th order 

Now the equation becomes 

o~K(~ )( a0 +a,s' +a4s4 +a6s6 +a,s')dv J 

+(f K(~} a0 +a,s2 +a4s4 +a6s'+ a,s')dv J 
,0:::;; r:::;; a 

The integral terms are derived separately for each power. 

The following pages show the derivation for the first term in the above equation, that is 
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The above term is separated further into smaller terms and the integration is shown in the 

following pages. For the first term a0 

f!...K(!...)p(s)ds = J!...K(!...)a0 = rr s dBds 
o r r o r r o o ( s )2 

r 1- ; sin2B 

s . 8 . d r cost d h assume -sm = smt, s = . t, ence 
r smB 

sint rcost 
tr/2(J-----

= J JsinB sinB dtdB 
o o .J1 - sin2t 

1r12 1 2 1r12 2sin-

[ 
B ]

2 

= r J(-. -) (1-cosB)dB=r J . B 2 B dB 
o smB o 2sm-cos-

1r12( 0)2 B 
=r J sec- d-=r 

0 2 2 

2 
For the second term a2s 

2 2 
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s~K(~)p(s)ds = s~K(~)a2s2 = {f--;::=s=.s=
2 

==dBds 
o r r o r r o o ( s )2 

r I- ---;. sin2B 

s . e . d r cost d h assume -sm = smt, s = . t, ence 
r smB 

. ( . )2 smt rsmt rcost 

=Hff~· ~ ~dtdB 
o o .J1 - sin2t 

( . )3 smt cost 

= r3 Hf J ~ ~ dtdB = r3 Hf J s.in: t dtdB = r3 Hf Hf s.in: t dBdt 
O O COS t O O Sln e O I Sill e 

r3 J sin3 t J cosec4BdBdt = r3 J sin3 t c~s3 + c~s 
H/2 H/2 Hf2 [ t 2 t] 

0 1 0 3 sm t 3 sm t 

H/2 1 H/2 2 3 2 5 
= r3 J -cost +r3 J -sin2 tcost = ..c_+-r3 =-r3 

03 03 3 9 9 

For the third term a 4 s 4 
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s . B . d r cost d h assume -sm = smt, s = t, ence 
r sinB 

sin t ( r sin t ) 4 r cost 

= ''f s~· ~ sinB dtdB 
o o .J1 - sin2t 

( . )5 smt cost 

=rs :rJ J ~ ~ dtdB =rs :rJ J s.in: t dtdB =rs :rJ:rJ s.in: t dBdt 
0 0 cost 0 0 sm B 0 , sm B 

;r/J2 . ;r/2 ;r/J2 . [ cost 4 cost 8 cost ] 
r5 sm5 t J cosec6BdBdt = r5 sm5 t . 5 + . 3 + . 

0 , 0 5sm t 15sm t 15smt 
;r/2 1 ;r/2 4 ;r/2 8 

=r5 J-costdt+r5 J-sin2tcostdt+r5 J-sin4 tcostdt 
0 5 0 15 0 15 

r 5 4 5 1 8 5 1 89 s 
=-+-r -+-r -=--r 

5 15 3 15 5 225 

6 
For the fourth term a6s 

s . B . d r cost d h assume -sm = smt, s = . t, ence 
r smB 

. ( . )6 smt rsmt rcost 

= :rJ 1~· ~ sinB dtdB 
o o .J1 - Sin2t 
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smt cost ( . J7 
=r/7J ~ ~ dtdB=r/J Js.in: t dtdB=r/J:rJ s~n: t dBdt 

0 0 cost 0 0 sm B 0 , sm B 

r sm t cosec uu t = r sm t + + +---1 :rf12 • 1 :rlf2 snJBd 1 :rif2 • 7 [ cost 6cost 8cost 16cost] 
0 , 0 7 sin 7 t 3 5 sin 5 t 3 5 sin 3 t 3 5 sin t 

:r/ 2 1 :r/ 2 6 :r/ 2 8 :r/2 16 
=r1 f-costdt+r 1 f-sin 2 tcostdt+r1 f-sin 4 tcostdt+r1 f-sin 6 tcostdt 

0 7 0 35 0 35 0 35 

7 ( 1 6 1 8 1 16 1 J 381 7 

=r 7+ 35·3+ 35·5+ 35·7 = 1225r 

8 
For the fifth term a8s 

s . B . d r cost d h assume - sm = sm t, s = . t, ence 
r smB 

• ( • JS smt rsmt rcost 

=:rff~· ~ ~dtdB 
o o .J1 - sin2t 

smt cost ( . JS 
= r/J J ~ ~ dtdB = r9 :rJ J ~i~: t dtdB = r9 :rJ:rJ ~i~: t dBdt 

0 0 cos t 0 0 sm B 0 , sm B 
:r/2 :r/2 

r9 J sins t J cosec10BdBdt = 
0 I 

:r/ 2 35 :r/2 40 :r/ 2 48 
= r9 J--cos tdt + r9 f-- sin 2 t cos tdt + r9 J--sin 4 t cos tdt 

0 315 0 315 0 315 

:r/ 2 64 :r/ 2 128 
+r9 f--sin6 tcostdt +r9 J--sin8 tcostdt 

0 315 0 315 

= r 9 (~+ 40 . .!.+ 48 . .!.+ 64 . .!.+ 128 . .!.J = 0.2581r9 
315 315 3 315 5 315 7 315 9 
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The following equation is the final equation for the left hand side elliptic integral for the 

5 3 89 5 381 7 9 
a0r+a2 -r +a4 --r +a6 --r +a8 0.258lr 

9 225 1225 

The second elliptic integral ( j K (;) ( a0 + a2s2 + a4s4 + a6s6 + a8s 8 ) ds) is solved as follows, 

The following is a general expression for any limits 

J ka EllipticK[ k yJk = J a 

where Ja = ~2 [ (a-1)2 Ja_2 + ka-l {E(k)-a(l-k2 )K(k)}], 

which can be written as 

Ja_2 = l 2 [ a 2Ja -ka-l {E{k)-a{l-k2 )K(k)}] 
(a-1) 

f K(: )p(s)ds 

for m=O, the integral value is aEllipticE[k], where k=!.. 
a 

i.e for a=-2 the answer is the above integral 

for m aJK (!_) sm ds assume k= E. dk=-_E_ ds = - k2 

' ' ' 2 ' 
r s s s r 

l 

then the intergal trasnforms into rm+i f K ( k) k-m-2 ds 
r/a 

The following is the integrated answer for each individual term. The limits are not applied to 

the solved integral. The final answer for the second term can be obtained by adding all the 

following terms. 
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J_2 =rm+I(- E(k)]
1 J 

k r/a 

J-4 =rm+I(-4[-E(k)(1+4k2)-2(1-k2 )K(k)J]
1 J 

9k r!a 

J_6 =rm+I( l 5 [-E(k)(9+16k2 +64k4 )+4(-9+k2 +8k4 )K(k)J]
1 J 

225k rla 

J = rm+I 1 -E(k)(25 + 36k2 + 64k4 + 256k6) ( [ ]JI J 
-S 1225k7 +2(-75 + 3k2 + 8k4 + 64k6 )K(k) r/a 

m+I 1 -E(k)(1225+1600k2 +2304k4 +4096k6 +16384k8 ) ( JI J J~w = r 99225k9 [ +8(-1225 + 25k2 + 48k' +I 28k6 + 1024k8 )K (k) ] ,,. 

Applying the limits r/a to 1 and multiplying with the respective rm+ I value 

Note: each K(k) of term vanishes to 0 for the constant terms when the limit 1 is applied 

And again assuming r/a as k, we have 
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J_, =-a,r[l-a E~k) J 

J = 3 [-~- 3 (-E(k)(l + 4k2) 2(1-k2 )K(k)J] 
~ ~r a 3 3 9 9r 9r 

J =ar5[- 89 -a5 (-E(k)(9+16k2 +64k4 )+4(-9+k2+8k4 )K(k)JJ 
- 6 4 225 225r5 

-E(k)(25+36k2 +64k4 +256k6 ) 

1225r7 

2(-75+3k2 +8k4 +64k6 )K(k) 
+~~~~~~~~~~ 

1225r7 

25609 9 
J-10 = asr9 - -a 

-E(k)(1225+1600k2 +2304k4 +4096k6 +16384k8 ) 

99225r9 

8(-1225 + 25k2+48k4+128k6+1024k8)K(k) 
+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

99225r9 

99225 

The sum of the terms forms the final solution for the right hand side integral. And if when 

added with the first integral, we will see that the total terms of the first integral will be 

cancelled by the second integral's first terms. 

So the final solution for the integration terms will be (where k=r/a) 
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A~ a,aE(k) +a, [a' ( E(k )(~ + 4k') + 2(1- k;)K(k))] 

+a as [E(k)(9+ 16k2 +64k4 )-4(-9+k2 +8k4 )K(k)J 
4 225 

+a a7 
6 

E(k)(25+36k 2 +64k4 +256k6 ) 

1225 

2(-75+3k2 +8k4 +64k6 )K(k) 

1225 

E(k)(1225+1600k2 +2304k4 +4096k6 +16384k8 ) 

99225 

8(-1225+25k2 +48k4 +128k6 +1024k8 )K(k) 

99225 

And from plate theory 

_!_!{_[r!{_{_!_!{_(r dw)}] = q(r)- p(r) 
r dr dr r dr dr Dwafer 

4(1-v2 ) 
Where w= pad A. 

nEpaa 

The term w is now substituted in the plate theory function and the differentiated as per the 

procedure. The equation when differentiated 4 times (we will have alternative multiplication 

and division of k), the following is the answer obtained. 
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A = ao [-E ( k) ( 7 + k 2
) + 4 ( ~ -k2) K ( k)] 

3(t-k2) 

2 [-E(k)(81-37k2 +12k4 ) + 2(19-24k2 + 5k4 )K(k)] 
+a2a 3 

(1-k2 ) 

+a a4 
4 

+a a 8 
8 

-E(k)(-33+153k2-176k4 +64k6 ) 

-4( 6-2lk2 +23k4 -8k6 )K(k) 

(1-k2)3 

-E(k)(-9-I47k2 +612k4 -704k6 +256k8 ) 

-2(3+48k2 -17Ik4 +184k6 -64k8 )K(k) 

( 1-k2 )3 

-E(k)(-129- 759k2 -9408k4 +39168k6 -45056k8 +16384k10 ) 

-4(21+93k2 +1518k4-5472k6 +5888k8 -2048k10)K(k) 

So the equation is as follows 

q(k) = p(k)+-1 l-:!., Ewaf" (!wafer )
3 

A 
3Jr 1-v wafer E pad a 

The above equation is the final expression for loading distribution in terms of pressure 

distribution, where we assume the pressure distribution to be a eighth order even polynomial. 
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APPENDIX II - Flow charts 

I. Spatial pressure control - Flowchart 

Start 

Input all initial variables 
(a, b, Yupper, Ytower) 

for each zone 

Cal Total Material 

Cal Time needed of each 
zone and hence T max 

Cal Interface Pressure 
For each zone 

Cal Step Height 
Reduction w/ At = 0.1 sec 

Store the results 

Stop 

No 
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II. Spatial and Temporal pressure control - Flowchart 

( __ s~tart_) 
+ 

Find smallest step height 
SH~in 

I 

Find maximum pressure 
p,max 

I 

Cal. MRR on upper 

surface Yup; 

Cal. material needs to be 
removed Mat; 

Cal. ratio 

R; =Mat;/ Y;p; 

Cal. MRR 
Yup; =Mat; /max(R;) 

Do polishing process on the surface 

Apply the spatial pressure control 

Stop 
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III. Look ahead scheduled pressure control - Flowchart 

Start 

Find smallest step height 
SH'!1in 

I 

Find maximum pressure 
pmax 

I 

Cal. material needs to be 
removed Mat; 

Find min step height left 
MSH'!'in using look-ahead 

Cal. removed step height 
RSH; = SH; - MSH'f1in 

Cal. step height left 
MSH. =SH. - Mat./ max(R.) 

I I I I 

Find interface pressure P; 
using look-ahead 

Do polishing process on the surface 

Apply the spatial pressure control 

Stop 
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control - Flowchart 

92 

Input all initial variables 
(a, b, Y upper, Ytower) 

of each zone 

Cal Total Material 

Cal Time needed of each 
zone and Trnin using D(t) 

Cal Velocity of each zone 
with T min using D(t) 

Given Interface Pressure 
Ps = 1 psi and ~p = 0.1 psi 

Cal Step Height 
Reduction w/ ~t = 0.1 sec 

Cal Top Surface Error 

Keep the data in file 
"KeepResult2 _ xxx. txt" 

No 

No 
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V. Spatial velocity and pressure control- Flowchart 

Input all initial variables 
(a, b, Yupper, Y1ower) 

of each zone 

Cal Total Material 

Cal Time needed of each 
zone and T min using D(t) 

Cal Velocity of each zone 
with T min using D(t) 

Cal Interface Pressure of 
each zone using Y upper( t) 

Cal Step Height 
Reduction w/ L\t = 0.1 sec 

Keep the data in file 
"KeepResult3 _ xxx. txt" 

No 
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